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Introduction 
 
In 1975, Laura Mulvey developed the theory of the male gaze, intended initially for its application to film, but 

later it was also applied to other forms of media. The way that women are seen on film and in literature is often 

from the perspective of the heterosexual male, thereby presenting women as passive and as objects of pleasure. 

The result is an asymmetry of social and political power between the male and female gender (Mulvey, 1975). 

Too often the male gaze is the chosen aesthetic in commercial works of fiction and reinforced patriarchal 

stereotypes of the women as a passive object and the male as an active subject or viewer. Because the film 

industry, advertising, fashion, literature and so on, are male dominated institutions, the male gaze has become 

the social norm (Pritchard & Morgan, 2000).  The male gaze has three perspectives: i) the male film-maker, the 

man behind the camera ii) the characters within the film and iii) the male spectator (Devereaux, 1990). Studies 

have shown this to be true. According to the website women and Hollywood in 2018 women represented 4% of 

the total directors, 15% of the writers, 3% of cinematographers, 18% of the producers, 18% of executive producers, 

14% of editors (womenandhollywood.com, 2019), thus confirming the male dominated status of the film industry. 

According to Smith et al., (2015) out of 700 movies from 2007 to 2014, only 30,2% of the speaking characters 

where female. They furthermore observed a strong tendency towards younger women, and a stronger tendency 

to portray females in sexy attire, compared to male counterparts (Smith et al., 2015). Anderson and Daniels (2016) 

found that in 82% of the films, men had two of the top three speaking roles, while a woman had the most 

dialogue in only 22% of the films.  

 

This inequality is furthermore continued in the realm of mainstream comics. Only in recent years more attention 

has come to female portrayal in mainstream comics. The male gender has always dominated the comic book 

scene with a comparative smaller number of female (super)heroes and an even smaller number of female 

writers and artist (Robbins, 2002). A large part of the mainstream comics are the superhero comics. Alward 

(1982) prescribes the popularity of male heroes over female heroes for the reason that superhero comics tend 

to be mostly written by men and the audience consists mostly of male readers. This phenomenon becomes 

blatant in comics; Lavin (1998), for instance, considers the portrayal of female characters in comics as a male 

fantasy. Robbins (2002) agrees, stating that both genders in superhero comics are fantasies of male adolescent 

boys that want to be like the males in the comics and have no real experience with women. Robbins (2002) 

compares the portrayal of female characters in mainstream superhero comics with independent comics. She 
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notes that most female cartoonist work for independent comic publishers. In these independent comics, both 

male and female characters tend to be drawn similarly, regardless of the artist’s sex. Thus, creating more 

equality between the men and women and attracting more female readers (Robbins, 2002). Moreover, it is 

embedded in Western culture that the man should be physically strong to do hard work, and to fight, therefore 

our culture has idealized the strong male superhero, while the female superhero is often forgotten. 

 

The portrayal of female heroes is highly dependent on context; comics are institutions that represents an outlook 

on female identity by publishers, writers and artist. Furthermore, female superheroes must be marketable to 

audiences (Cocca, 2016). The result is an ambiguous image of the female superhero, as she represents the powers 

and possibilities that women can achieve, but also serves as an object of male desire (Inness, 1999). Most 

(feminist) criticism on female portrayal in comics is aimed at their visual representation (see e.g. Inness, 1999; 

Carrier, 2000; Slatton & Spates, 2014). However, visual representation is only one aspect of the women depicted 

in the comics. Character development and the relationships these female characters have, must not be glazed 

over.   

 

First and second wave feminist have highlighted the male bias in popular media. In 1985, Alison Bechdel came 

up with the Bechdel test as a punchline in a comic to point out how male dominated popular media was. In the 

early 2000s art students revisited this test and started to systematically apply the test to movies, and later to 

all kinds of popular fiction. The test became popular in vernacular criticism as it is easy to understand, and to 

apply and it gives concrete, easy to prove evidence of sexism. However, the Bechdel test has its limitations. 

Countless works of popular fiction fail the test for reasons unrelated to gender bias. Moreover, a number of films 

or other fictional works do pass the test, while upon further inspection, they still contain sexist content. Criticism 

on the test has led to many variations of the test, each with its own advantages and flaws. The test has 

furthermore been the basis for many other tests that focus on other marginalized social groups in popular media. 

The test has not been widely accepted as a reliable measurement by scholars. However, some scholars argue the 

test’s relevance, especially for computational analysis (Garcia et al., 2014; Agarwal et al, 2015). Others like 

Selisker (2015) argue that the Bechdel test should be appreciated, as it has provided a vast amount of data, and 

deserves more attention from scholars as they can learn from the strategies of vernacular criticism. Most 

importantly according to Selisker (2015) the Bechdel test can be applied in social network analysis. The Bechdel 

test tells something about the agency that female characters lack in their character network.  
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Digital humanities is a growing branch in the field of social science. There seems to be a growing interest in 

analyzing literature as a social network (see e.g. Borgatti et al., 2009; Elson, Dames and McKeown, 2010; Moretti, 

2011, Van De Camp, & van den Bosch, 2011, Lee & Yeung, 2013). The aim of this thesis is inspired by the knowledge 

provided by social network theory in order to go beyond the three criteria of the Bechdel test; why, for instance, 

does the test demand two women who talk to each other about something that is not related to a man? By 

regarding the Bechdel test as a set of criteria to analyze a social network in a fictional work, it will become clear 

that the test, in fact, demands for independent female characters who are agentic. The first chapter of this 

research will focus on the Bechdel test, its origins, the advantages and limitations, while also highlighting the 

gender inequality in comics. The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the Bechdel test through the lens of 

social network theory. It becomes apparent that social network analysis can determine characters’ power and 

influence over a network with computational metrics. Power and influence are necessary for (female) characters 

to become agentic. In the second chapter, the Bechdel test is presented as a strategy to find agentic female 

characters in a network. This can be done by altering the test with the correct measurable variables that are 

necessary to determine a character’s agency in a character network. Measuring the characters centrality will be 

key in determining the independence, power, and influence a character has in its network. In chapter three the 

improved Bechdel test will be tested in Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen. As mentioned above, female 

representation has been a subject of controversy in comics. While Watchmen is a critically acclaimed comic, the 

series has been criticized for its lack of female representation. In my bachelor thesis, I analyzed Watchmen’s 

female representation by comparing the narrative arc of two key female characters –Laurie Juspeczyk and Sally 

Jupiter- with feminist ideologies. This research will draw upon these findings. It was established that these two 

characters were never able to exist outside of the shadow of the men they are linked to. Moreover, they never 

gain independence from these men. In chapter three a synopsis is given for the Watchmen story and the 

importance of Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons work in its context is highlighted. Next, key finding from Chys (2018) 

will be explained. Furthermore, a methodology is constructed to set up a character network for Watchmen. This 

network will map out all the social event that take place in Watchmen in order to measure the centrality for 

each character. This will be done with the analytics software UCINET. In chapter four these results will be 

discussed for degree centrality, closeness and betweenness, aided with a visual representation of the character 

network. The social network analysis of Watchmen should reflect the earlier findings of Chys (2018). This thesis 

searches to answer if the Bechdel test can be used as a reliable tool to measure female representation in a 

comic, when the Bechdel tool is adapted to include social network metrics? 
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Chapter 1 The Bechdel-test 
 
The Bechdel test, also known as the Bechdel-Wallace test, finds it origins in 1985 in the comic strip “the rule” 

from the Dykes to watch out for comics series by Allison Bechdel. In the comic, two women talk about seeing a 

film. One woman explains she will only see a film if it satisfies the following three requirements: 

i) the movie has to have at least two women in it, 

ii) who talk to each other 

iii) about something besides a man  

 

The other woman agrees, while noting that the requirements are quite strict. However, the two do not manage 

to find a movie that meets the requirements and end up going home (Bechdel, 1986).  

Allison Bechdel has credited the test to her friend Wallace, who was inspired by Virginia Woolf’s essay A Room 

of One’s One (Bechdel, 2013). Virginia Woolf observed that the relationships of women in fiction are far too 

simple, and are shown always in their relationship to men: 

“All these relationships between women, I thought, rapidly recalling the splendid gallery of fictitious 
women, are too simple. So much has been left out, unattempted. And I tried to remember any case in 
the course of my reading where two women are represented as friends. [...] They are now and then 
mothers and daughters. But almost without exception they are shown in their relation to men. It was 
strange to think that all the great women of fiction were, until Jane Austen’s day, not only seen by the 
other sex, but seen only in relation to the other sex. And how small a part of a woman's life is that [...]” 
(Woolf, 2015) 
 

Some variants of the test claim that the women should be named, instead of just being referenced to in the 

credits by their description or their job title (Lawrence, 2011). However, this also happens to minor male 

Figure 1: The rules of the Bechdel test as explained in "Dykes to watch 
out for" (Bechdel,1986) 
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characters. The test originally started as a joke in a comic about gender roles in commercial movies, but over the 

years has gained popularity as a measure to rate female representation in movies and, additionally, works of 

fiction in general. The test has even sparked its own website bechdeltest.com, where users can add their own 

Bechdel score to a movie. As of 2019 the website counts over 8151 movies with 57,6% of the movies passing all 

three tests (Bechdeltest.com, 2019). In 2013, four Swedish cinemas have incorporated the Bechdel test into their 

ratings (Selisker, 2015). Furthermore, since 2014 the European cinema fund Eurimages requires script readers to 

supply a Bechdel rating, in order to collect information on the degree of gender balance in movies (European 

Women’s audiovisual Network, 2015). Some analyses even suggest that passing the Bechdel test is an indicator 

of a movie’s financial success. In a 2014 study, Hickey analyzed 1615 film from 1990 to 2013 and concluded that 

films that passed the test had a 37% higher inflation-adjusted return on investment in the United States and 

Internationally, compared to films that do not pass the test. However, the inflation-adjusted median budget for 

films that passed the test was 35% lower than those who did not pass the test (Hickey, 2014). This suggests that 

the movie industry puts more money behind male-only films. 

 

1.1 Gender inequality in comics 
 

Since the earliest superhero comics, which is called the Golden Age of Comics (1930s- 1950s), woman have played 

different roles. The women who had no special abilities and were not classified as ‘superheroes’, played 

secondary roles and often would have jobs that were stereotypically female, like nursing and secretary work 

(Robbins, 2002). It is only during and after the Second World War that women were portrayed in jobs that were 

typically done by a male in comic books, for example truck driving. This imitates the real-life situation after 

World War II, were women had to step in, because the men were off to battle. Afterwards the women would not 

give in their newfound freedom and kept these more “manly” jobs. It is around this time we see the first 

superheroines emerge.  

 

From the 1960s onwards, the civil rights movement, second wave feminism, and the sexual revolution gained 

momentum and started to slowly influence the comics as well. While there is no direct causal link between these 

events and the comics, there is an awareness of the changing status quo that is evident in comics (D’Amore 

2008). During the Bronze Age of Comics (1970-1980), publishers tried to diversify their audience. Therefore, there 

was an increase in the amount of female heroes and villains. The role of the female shifted to extend past 

traditional roles (Dunne 2006). D’Amore (2008) exemplifies these changes during second wave feminism by 
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using the character development of Fantastic Four member Sue Storm. During that period, Sue Storm 

transformed from the motherly figure with an insignificant role in capturing villains, to the most powerful hero 

within the Fantastic Four. Like Sue Storm, many pre-existing superheroines became more powerful and had a 

stronger prevalence in traditionally male-dominated roles. At the same time, they were often still limited to 

maternal roles, caretakers or love interests (D’Amore, 2012). Moreover, the female crime fighting women were 

mostly seen as objects of desire (Lavin 1998). This tendency would continue in the so-called Dark Ages of comics 

(1980-2000). During the 1980s the sexualized and violent depictions of superheroes became popular due to a 

narrower fan base (Cocca, 2016). At that time, the phenomenon of ‘hardbodies’ emerged. The vast popularity of 

the action hero and his muscular body caused a similar movement with regards towards the female hero: the 

action heroine with a tough attitude and an athletic physique became a popular trope in action movies (Brown 

1996).  The phenomenon of hardbodies started as a trend in commercial action movies but became popular in 

other media like comic books. Robbins (2002) remarks that from the 1980s onwards men were drawn with 

bigger muscles and broader shoulders and women with larger breasts, longer legs, bigger lips and more 

revealing costumes. The end of the 20th century also marked the rising popularity of the sexualized and 

aggressive bad girl (Ormrod, 2016). During that period, the progressive, liberal ideas of Third Wave feminism 

clashes with the conservative politics in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Grant Morrison observed that superhero 

comics leaned towards a more politically right viewpoint at that time (Cocca, 2016). This conservative, right-

winged attitude was because the sales of popular comics had dropped, and publishers aimed at a homogenous 

heterosexual male fan base. This intersected with conservative backlash against the gains of Second and Third 

Wave feminism and civil rights movements (Cocca, 2016).  

 

1.1.1 Wonder Women as a debatable feminist icon 
 

If we talk about gender in comics, it is impossible to not mention Wonder Woman. The amazon warrior princess 

is considered by many to be the epitome of female empowerment in the realm of comics. The Wonder Woman 

comics were an immediate game changer, as popular comics were heretofore male dominated. Wonder Woman 

made her debut in 1941 as a reaction to the onset of World War II (Madrid, 2016). While she is not the first female 

superhero, she has gained a strong following and presence in popular culture. She overturned the damsel in 

distress-trope and is known to be a determined, strong warrior (Cocca, 2014). However, her status as feminist 

symbol has often been contested (see e.g. Brown 2011; Daniels 2000; Emad 2006; Fleisher 1976; Greenberger 

2010; Madrid 2009; Peters 2003; Robinson 2004; Stanley 2005; Taylor 2007). In her early comics Wonder Woman 
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was often seen rescuing herself from bondage ropes. Critics, like Richard Reynold (1992), have attributed this 

bondage imagery in the early comics to the Wonder Woman creators: William Marston and his wife Elizabeth, 

who were said to be practitioners of bondage and submission and later were in a polyamorous relationship with 

Olive Byrne (Lepore, 2015; Hanley, 2014)1. Richard Reynolds (1992) suggests in Super Heroes: A Modern Mythology 

that Wonder Woman’s bondage imagery was an obsession of the creators, designed to appeal to men’s sexual 

fantasies. Berlatsky (2015) acknowledges the sexual undertone of these bondage images in the early comics but 

argues that Marston found a way to talk about sexual violence as well as the pleasures of sex and sexuality to 

an audience that consist mostly of children. Marston believed in a utopian feminist society where men should 

learn from the virtuous of women: love and submission (Berlatsky, 2015; Saunders 2011). According to Jill Lepore 

(2014; 2015), the bondage imagery is more complex; chains and ropes played a role in the iconography of 

suffragist and feminist movement of the 1910s: breaking chains in particular as they symbolized liberation from 

patriarchal structures. Wonder Woman can therefore be seen as an emancipator. However, Jill Lepore points out 

that there is also an element of fetishism in this bondage imagery and states that it undermines the comic’s 

feminist inclination (Lepore, 2014). Reynolds (1992) suggests that Wonder Woman only became a true icon of 

female empowerment in the 1970s. This is again contested by Cocca (2016), who states that Wonder Woman’s 

status as a female icon has always been debatable: ‘Wonder Woman too has mostly been written and drawn by 

men, and she too is often portrayed in a sexual manner’ (Cocca, 2016, pp. 25). Cocca (2016) claims that sometimes 

Wonder Woman is a feminist character and sometimes she is not, she merely mirrors her context. There are 

moments in the late 1980s where Wonder Woman comics engage in the ideas of Third Wave Feminism.2In the 

early 1990s however, sales have dropped and Wonder Woman received a new ‘bad girl’ image with more violence 

and sexualized content (Cocca, 2016; Ormrod, 2016). Wonder Woman comics has therefore always had a complex 

relation with feminism and progressive ideas. This is due to Wonder Woman’s long life and her existence in 

comics, a mass medium dependent on attracting consumers. 

 

1.2 The Bechdel test and comics 
 

The Bechdel-Wallace test has been applied to different comics to rate female representation. The test does not 

take into account the women’s visual representation but focusses on the interactions female heroes have. 

 
1 The Wonder Woman comics were written by William Moulton Marston and illustrated by Harry Peter (Berlatsky, 2015) 
2 Third Wave Feminists support equality like in Second Wave Feminism and build on internal critiques of the Second Wave to 
emphasize diversity (Cocca 2016). 
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Therefore, the test goes beyond the visual depiction of female superheroes, which has for some time been the 

main discourse when talking about female representation in comics. Comics and graphic novels differentiate 

from other literary works, because it is a highly visual medium, thus inviting more criticism on visual depiction. 

The panels in comics often work like the focal point of the camera. Just like in movies, comics are able to change 

the visual frame (Carrier, 2000). But unlike movies, there is a textual aspect in the form of text balloons. This 

way, the text can be interpreted in different ways. This is because the semantic room that gets created, can have 

more than one meaning (Barker, 1989). In a way, comics and graphic novel have a unique ability that allows a 

certain flexibility in manipulating text and image to new meanings. Because the images are stills, readers are 

able to revisit each image to help them make connections. On the other hand, the medium can also be restrictive. 

Ink is expensive; therefore, the number of images is limited and unlike in film are still. The artist and writer have 

to convey a message in fewer frames. Moreover, unlike literary work, there is no room for long literary exposés. 

Therefore, the writer and artist sometimes are bound to use stereotypes to convey a message (McAllister, Sewell 

Jr., & Gordon, 2001). The Bechdel test looks beyond image and stereotypes as it measures a network of female 

relations.  

 

1.3 Criticism of the Bechdel test 
 

The Bechdel test implicitly answers to the question whether a work is non-misogynistic. However, it becomes 

clear quite quickly that not all works that pass the test are inherently feminist. Moreover, there are some works 

that do not pass the test, who are not sexist or misogynistic. Works like 12 angry men fail the test, because it is 

set in a time where women were not able to serve on juries. The film fails the test for a reason unrelated to 

gender bias, but merely because the setting of the film does not include women. This is also the case for many 

fictional works set during historic wars. These stories focus mainly on the action in the battle, where women 

were not allowed. Furthermore, Lawrence (2011) notes that the passing or failing of a work depends on how 

rigorously the test is applied. One of the questions arising from its application is whether a reference to a man 

at any point within a conversation that also covers other topics invalidates the entire exchange (Lawrence, 2011). 

Furthermore, the Bechdel Test, does not include anything about the quality of the conversation. For example, 

American Pie 2 passes the test, although in the film, the women only talk about clothes. Zeisler (2016) criticizes 

that the test has been elevated beyond the original intention. Passing the test has become synonymous with 

that work being describes as feminist. According to Zeisler (2016) the test is a way to point out the normative 

plotlines of mainstream media and works as cultural barometer. Zeisler (2016), among other critics, warns that 
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the test might lead to creators adding some meaningless dialogue to female characters, just to pass the test. 

Hickey (2014) agrees and points out that the passing of the test does not ensure the quality of the female 

dialogue or the depth of female characters. However, it is the only test we have data on (Hickey, 2014).  

 

The Bechdel test has inspired other authors to come up with their own variants of the tests, each with their own 

set of criteria for evaluating fictional works. Especially topics as gender, sexuality and diversity are subjected to 

these tests. The Table 1 underneath gives an overview of the most popular used tests that are inspired by and 

try to improve upon the Bechdel test. 

Test name Goal 

The Mako Mori test The test is named after the female character in Pacific 

Rim by Guillermo del Toro. It is designed to ask 

whether a female character is only in the movie to 

support the male characters. 

The “sexy lamp test” The “sexy lamp test” was invented by comic book 

writer Kelly Sue DeConinck. The test states that when 

a female character can be replaced with a “sexy 

lamp” without changing the story, the work does a 

poor job of representing women 

The “Sphinx test” The test was named after the Sphinx London Theatre 

Group. Similar to the Bechdel test, the test looks at 

interaction between women and other characters. 

Furthermore, the test adds how reactive and active 

women are in action scenes. The test is aimed 

especially at theatre makers. 

The “Furiosa test” Named after Furiosa in Mad Max: Fury Road. The test 

is passed when a fictional work causes misogynists to 

try to boycott the release. 

The “Willis test” The test was named after the critic Ellen Willis. The 

test asks when the gender of the singer of a song is 

changed, would the lyrics still make sense.  
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The “Tauriel test” The test measures the representation of women in a 

canon. The canon must contain at least one woman, 

who is good at her job. 

The “Vito Russo test” The test was created by GLAAD to measure the 

representation of LGBT characters in fictional works. 

It demands for fictional works to have an identifiable 

LGBT character. However, their orientation should not 

define that character. Moreover, the character must 

impact the plot, as their removal must have a 

significant effect. 

The “DuVernay test” The test was named after the director Ava DuVernay 

and is aimed at Afro-American representation in 

Hollywood. It asks whether African-American and 

other minorities have fully realized lives in fictional 

works rather than serve as scenery. 

Nikesh Shukla’s test The test asks if there are two main characters who 

are people of color, who talk to each other without 

mentioning race. 

Table 1: Other tests derived from the Bechdel test 

Tests like Nikesh Shukla’s mimic the criteria of the Bechdel test but try to make it more fitting to the topic at 

hand, in this case: representation of people of color in fictional works. Others, like the Sphinx test, try to deepen 

the Bechdel test by adding reactiveness of female characters to the list of criteria. While most tests bring some 

new elements to the table, the Bechdel test has an advantage over the other gendered tests, because of its 

unambiguous character, as it does not depend on interpretation. The Mako Mori test and the sexy lamp test 

analyze the depth of the female characters in the narrative. However, these analyses are up to interpretation, 

and thus can have different outcomes depending on the study. All of these tests are what Brian Droitcour (2014) 

has named vernacular criticism; the tests are aimed at a broader public and appear mostly in online news 

articles, YouTube review, and Goodread reviews. They thus seem to be lacking any scholastic value. Rughinis, 

Rughini and Humâ (2016) researched the phenomenon of the Bechdel test and have placed the test in the realm 
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of crowd science3. They state that the Bechdel test is faced with a theoretical impasse: critics and contributors 

conducting the test often debate about the purpose of the test. ‘what does the Bechdel test indicate?’ Rughinis, 

Rughini and Humâ (2016) have found three typical answers: 

i) There is not much that we can find out, but it is the least we can do. This is also the argument that 

Hickey (2014) proposes; it is the only test with relevant data. 

ii) The test is a simple indicator for the presence or visibility of women in a given movie or population 

of films. 

iii) The test is an indicator of the quality of the representations of womanhood through movie 

characters. 

 

This does not satisfy Rughinis, Rughini and Humâ. They point out that none of the aforementioned answers why 

there is a need for two women talking to each other about something that is not related to a man. If the test 

looks for visibility, then one woman should suffice. Furthermore, the test cannot aim to measure the depth of a 

female characters, as once again, one deep female character is not good enough for the test (Rughinis, Rughini 

& Humâ, 2016). Moreover, the test does not provide measurements to rank the level of deepness. They conclude 

that while there is a vast amount of empirical data gathered by people conducting the Bechdel test, there are 

some conceptual difficulties. According to them, these will not be solved, as the participants, unlike academic 

researchers, have nothing to gain for overcoming the theoretical impasse. However, in recent years the Bechdel 

test has gained popularity in literary scholarship (see e.g. Selisker, 2015). According to him the test is at a 

convergence with contemporary digital humanities methodologies and the test offers an unusual combination 

of empirical data and political judgment (Selisker, 2015).  

 

1.4 Academic interest in the Bechdel test 
 

The Bechdel test has been embraced by some researchers as a primary detector for male bias (Scheiner-Fisher 

and Russel, 2012). However, according to some academics the test belongs in the realm of “vernacular criticisim” 

as Brian Droitcour (2014) calls it (Selisker, 2015) or crowd science (Rughinis, Rughini & Humâ, 2016). Others like 

Garcia, Weber and Garimelle (2014) claim the Bechdel test can analyzes tropes in mass media and have used a 

quantitative extension of the Bechdel test, to measure female and male independence in the script of a movie 

 
3 Crowd Science or citizen science is a form of organizing and gathering knowledge, conducted by amateur scientists (Rughinis, 
Rughini and Humâ, 2016) 
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and the digital dialogues (social media) of a population. In their research they link the Bechdel test with the 

social networks that exist in movies and the social networks that exists in real life. Agarwal et al. (2015) used 

the research of Garcia et al. (2014) as the basis for their computational approach on automating the Bechdel 

test on several screenplays. They conclude that the question, “do women talk to each other about something 

other than a man?”, is best answered by network analysis features derived from the interaction networks of 

characters in screenplays. They saw a significant correlation between the importance of roles of women in 

movies with the Bechdel test. Movies that failed the test tend to portray women as peripheral characters (Garcia 

et al., 2014).  

 

Selisker (2015) is the first to name the Bechdel test as a theory of character networks in fictional narratives. 

According to him the Bechdel test provides one set of criteria for generating a character network for a text. 

Furthermore, it works as a means of expanding the scholarly conversation about the political dimensions of 

social networks within narrative (Selisker, 2015). Rughinis, Rughini and Humâ (2016) critique the contributors of 

the test of not finding an answer to the question what the goal of the test is. “Why does the test ask for two in 

depth female characters?” The test is hinting at something deeper, but due to the nature of the medium where 

the test originated from, the underlying message remains hidden. The test was originally created as a joke in a 

comic. In comedy generalizations like these make the punchline work. If we want to treat the Bechdel test as a 

real test, we need to expand the criteria of passing the test. The third criterium, “talking about something that 

is not related to men”, criticizes that female characters in works of fiction are too often without real autonomy 

or independence. Moreover, the choices they make are often in support of the male hero. Accordingly, to be 

regarded as equal to the male counterparts of the story, female characters need to become agentic. Agency is 

synonymous with being a person, it represents freedom, autonomy, rationality and moral authority (Davies, 

1991). By requesting two female characters with agency, the test goes against “token” females in works of fiction 

(Rughinis, Rughini & Humâ, 2016). The Bechdel test makes a difference between women as mediators and women 

as intermediaries. Selisker (2015) arrives at the same findings and situates the Bechdel test and its social 

network within a longer genealogy of feminist works about agency; he names Virginia Woolf, Gayle Rubin, Eve 

Kosovsky Sedgwick, and Judith Butler. He comes to the conclusion that the Bechdel test’s description of character 

networks suggests a networked agency. According to him the Bechdel test helps to see the difference between 

mediators and intermediaries, nodes and edges, within a social network that is constructed in a work of fiction 

(Selisker, 2015). Taking the test point by point, it appears that the test only guarantees that a text: i) has female 

characters who could be considered fully part of the character network, because ii) it includes conversational 
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“edges” between those characters. The final criterion—that iii) they talk about “something besides a man”—

tries to guarantee that those edges are meaningful in terms of the character network, such that dialogue does 

not merely serve to subordinate these female characters to male characters, or deploy women solely as a means 

for the indirect characterization of men (Selisker, 2015). While the third criterium does not guarantee the quality 

of the conversation, the Bechdel test direct the reader towards social spaces in which women’s communities can 

be allowed to develop as they will, and attention is brought to the roles minority characters play within both 

fictional texts and the social forms around them (Selisker, 2015). Selisker (2015) concludes that the Bechdel test 

has provided a vast amount of data that is often overlooked by scholars. The collection of data can be dull and 

tedious work, while it actually has a more objective quality than interpretations have regarding the 

representation of women (Selisker, 2015). Selisker (2015) aims for more attention towards the Bechdel test as 

he sees it as vernacular form of the digital humanities, where academics can borrow form its strategies. Lastly 

the Bechdel test gives insight in the agency of characters in a network. It encourages to place people in a 

network, to see how the structures and forms of the social world both enable and constrain subjects’ 

developments and actions (Selisker, 2015). 

 

1.5 Social networking theory as the missing link 
 
A social network represents relations between actors (Borgatti et al., 2009). These networks represent behavior 

towards other humans and according to Granovetter (1985) all actions are embedded in networks. Social 

Network Theory presents relationships as a set of ties between nodes (entities or actors). These networks reflect 

all different types of relations. Networks can be represented as graphs where positions and structures are 

systematically analyzed (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). These principles originate from graph theory (van Steen, 

2010), which provides mathematical descriptions of characteristics. Constructing social networks from literary 

works is a recent and up and coming study in digital humanities. Elson, Dames and McKeown (2010) have 

presented a method for constructed social networks in literary works from the nineteenth century based on the 

interactions between characters. Each character represents a node in the social network and the edges between 

each node represent the interactions between each character These edges are directional and can illustrate who 

the active sender is and who is the receiver. Social networking theory has been applied to comics as well; 

Alberich, Miro-Julia and Roselló (2002) have investigated the structure of the Marvel collaborative universe and 

found that it tries to mimic real life social networks. In this research I want to look at what is beyond the Bechdel 

test. Is the Bechdel test reliable if we want to look at female representation in a work of fiction? If we look at 
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the Bechdel test through the lens of Social Network Theory, the test provides criteria for setting up a social 

network in which two female nodes should have an edge between them. Selisker (2015) claims that the test 

actually tells something about agency. Women should be equally represented as mediators as male characters 

and not merely as intermediators between male characters in their networks. Furthermore, the edges between 

female characters nodes need to have meaning. Social network analysis can determine characters meaning in 

the story by looking at the position of the characters; more central character will have more useful edges to 

spread their power and influence over the network. Social network analysis provides a plethora of tools that can 

determine a character’s position in a network. 
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Chapter 2 On Social networking theory 
 
Social networking theory is not only able to visualize character interactions but can also help determine 

narratological concepts by looking at the position of a character in a network. With network analysis it is possible 

to distinguished concepts like flat and round characters in a network (Selisker, 2015). In the actor- network 

theory, Latour (2005) refers to nodes and edges as mediators and intermediators and compares them with active 

and passive actants. The mediator acts upon input and is represented by a node in the network. It actively 

modifies information that passes through the network. While intermediators might merely be a vehicle for 

information that constructs the network. Selisker (2015) states that according to the actor-network thepry, 

visualization of a text could represent intermediary female characters not as nodes in their own right, but as 

mere edges between the male nodes. He continues that the notion that some humans might be passive conduits 

for others’ desires is not new information. He mentions two feminist and queer theory’s classics. Rubin’s The 

Traffic in Women and Sedgwick’s Between Men. Rubin and Sedgwick base their analyses on the claim that both 

real and fictional worlds often treat women as intermediaries within their social networks (Selisker, 2015). Alex 

Woloch (2009), in The One versus The Many, more directly links social network theory with differences between 

round and flat characters. According to him flat characters and non-central network positions are related. Flat 

characters lack depth as they serve social expansiveness instead of psychological expansiveness. The minor 

characters in stories have fewer links to the network than round characters. Moretti (2013) explains that most 

of the flat characters are characters at the periphery of a social network. On the other hand, characters with 

multiple connections are linked to more than one network region and are thus more central. Characters at the 

periphery serve a different function than those who are more central; they are characters who are obedient and 

take orders and they serve as functionaries. These periphery characters are intermediaries as Latour would call 

them (Selisker, 2015). However, the amount of connections between characters tends to signal the quality of the 

characters. Not only characters at the periphery, but also isolated characters near the center of a network, with 

fewer links, are identified as intermediary characters or flat characters. Selisker (2015) agrees and states that 

female character isolated near the center of a network often serves as a prop for a central male character’s self-

actualization. The Bechdel test tries to avoid these “token” females near the center of a network, by demanding 

an interaction or connection with at least one other female. The number of links, or edges, a female character 

has in a network will thus determine whether a female character is an intermediary character in the network or 

not (degree centrality). However, female characters can have multiple interactions with a lot of other (female) 

characters but how can we determine whether these interactions are meaningful? To have meaning in a story, a 
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character needs to have influence on the story. They need to be agentic. Furthermore, strong women are those 

who lack constraints and have lots of opportunities in the story. In network analysis, actors that have fewer 

constraints and more opportunities are described to have favorable positions within their networks. This means 

that the actor can extract better bargains and have a greater influence. In short, they have power over the 

network (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). The Bechdel test does not provide any measurable variables to determine 

the position of female characters in their network. Agarwal et al. (2015) in their research on automating the 

Bechdel test, came up with measurable features for the Bechdel test that provide the mathematical descriptions 

that are necessary for creating a social network analysis. They determined variable length feature vectors 

(length equal to number of women) for several social network analysis metrics (Wasserman &d Faust, 1994), all 

appropriately normalized: (1) degree centrality, (2) closeness centrality, (3) betweenness centrality, (4) the 

number of men a woman was connected to, and (5) the number of other women a woman was connected to4. In 

Social Network Analysis power and influence can be measured by degree centrality, betweenness and closeness. 

A high degree centrality, high closeness measure and high betweenness score gives an actor and advantageous 

position within their network. These concepts will be further explained in the next chapter. 

 

To determine whether female characters in fictional works are well represented it is necessary for them to be 

in advantageous position in their network. The Bechdel test requires female characters to have at least one 

interaction with another female character. However, criticism on the test has made it apparent that not every 

interaction between women is necessarily meaningful, nor does it prove agency for these characters. Moreover, 

the interactions should be about something not related to men. This is to make sure fictional works avoid “token” 

female heroines and dialogue that subordinates female characters to male characters. Social network theory 

has provided a set of tools that can help determine the position of female characters in a network. without 

relying on interpretation. The centrality of characters can determine their importance and power over the 

 
4 Furthermore, two other variable length feature vectors (length equal to the number of pairs of women) that recorded (6) the number 

of men in common between two women and (7) the number of women in common between two women were created.  Additionally, 

they experimented with the following features: (8) the ratio of the number of women to the number of men, (9) the ratio of the number 

of women to the total number of characters, (10) the percentage of women that formed a 3-clique with a man and another woman, 

(11, 12, 13) the percentage of women in the list of five main characters (main based on each of the three notions of centralities), (14, 15, 

16) three boolean features recording whether the main character was a women, (17, 18, 19) three boolean features recording whether 

any woman connected another woman to the main man, and (20, 21, 23) the percentage of women that connected the main man to 

another woman (Agarwal et al., 2015) 
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network. Network visualization helps to discover these “token” female characters as isolated nodes in the center 

of a network. Furthermore, the centrality of a female character visualizes her power and influence over the 

network. The criteria of the Bechdel test set up a social network where two female characters function as 

mediators and have an edge between them. In order to make true observations about the agency of female 

characters it is necessary to look at her position within the network. Therefore, I propose altering the criteria of 

the Bechdel test to: A work of fiction should have at least two female characters, who have an interaction with 

each other, and both of those female characters have to be at an advantageous position in their network. The 

meaningfulness of the interaction between these two female characters will be determined by their position in 

the network. A female character with a lot of influence and power will have more independence in her network 

and a lesser chance of being subordinate to her male counterparts. This modification also helps to eliminate 

some of the earlier mentioned critiques, while keeping the objectiveness of test. The topic of the conversation is 

not analyzed in this test. Therefore, there is no need for clear distinctions in beginning and end of a conversation 

Meanwhile, the conversation can include a throw-away reference to a man, without being invalidated. Moreover, 

putting meaningless conversations in the narrative for the sake of passing the test can now more easily be 

detected as these women need to have meaning in the story.    

 

In the next chapters the modified Bechdel test will be evaluates as we compare the findings of Chys (2018) on 

female portrayal in Watchmen with the social network analysis of Watchmen. Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon’s 

Watchmen proves to be an interesting case for female representation. Academics have both found feminist 

ideologies that can be linked to the female characters of Watchmen, while others have critiqued the 

representation of Silk Spectre and the other female characters. 
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Chapter 3 The case of Watchmen 
 

3.1 The Watchmen story 
 
The story of Watchmen is set in New York and begins on 12 October 1985 with the murder of Edward Blake, who 

is thrown out of his apartment window. While the police find little evidence, the masked vigilante Rorschach 

secretly starts to investigate the crime scene and discovers that the murdered victim is another masked vigilante 

named the Comedian. Rorschach suspects an elaborate conspiracy against costumed heroes of the former 

Watchmen, a team of costumed heroes that had to go undercover after it became illegal to be a masked crime 

fighter. He tries to warn former colleague Dan Dreiberg, or the second iteration of Nite Owl after the former 

retired. Dan has actually quit his life as a costumed vigilante and has a hard time believing Rorschach.  

 

Rorschach continues his investigation and alerts Adrian Veidt, the retired vigilante Ozymandias. Veidt also 

responds skeptical to this theory, believing that the Comedian made plenty of political enemies by working for 

the American government. Like Dan, Adrien Veidt retired from his crime fighting day but instead of living the rest 

of his life in anonymity, he reveals his identity and uses his status as former crime fighter to start a successful 

company. Rorschach leaves Veidt’s office, but not before reprimanding Veidt for being a sellout. He then sets out 

for the Rockefeller Military Research Center to warn Laurie Juspeczyk – the former Silk Spectre II – and her 

boyfriend Dr. Manhattan. Laurie tries to live a normal life despite her vigilante past, whereas Dr. Manhattan, the 

only true superhero with actual superhuman powers, works for the American government. Dr. Manhattan used 

to be Jon Osterman, a scientist. After a scientific accident however, he was changed into a blue being with 

superpowers and a vast knowledge. The comic takes place in a time period where the Cold War is fully raging. 

Dr. Manhattan is the essential weapon in the United States’ military tactics as his superhuman powers keep the 

Soviet Union from attacking the USA. When Rorschach tells the news, Laurie and Dr. Manhattan have already 

been informed of the Comedian’s death by the government. Laurie is not particularly upset by his death and 

reveals that many years ago Eddie Blake attempted to rape her mother, Sally Jupiter the first Silk Spectre. Later 

that evening Laurie visits Dan Dreiberg to rekindle their friendship after years of no contact. 

 

Laurie visits her mother, and their complex relationship is revealed. Laurie was forced to step into her mother’s 

footsteps to become the Silk Spectre, something she did not particularly liked and still holds a grudge over. In 

their conversation the reader learns that Sally has a complex relationship with the Comedian. A flashback is 

revealed where he attempted to rape Sally but was unsuccessful thanks to the Hooded Justice’s intervention. 
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When Sally does not seem to be as bothered with it as she should be, Laurie gets angry as she is not able to 

comprehend why her mother does not hold a grudge against the Comedian for his actions.  

 

Meanwhile, at the funeral of Edward Blake, which neither Silk Spectre attend, more flash backs are shown. The 

reader is confronted with the Comedian’s violent and sarcastic way. While on a mission in Vietnam with Dr. 

Manhattan, he impregnats a Vietnamese woman. When she confronts him about this, Blake refuses to take 

responsibility and kills the woman, not before she is able to scar his face with a broken bottle. In the flashback, 

Dr. Manhattan is visibly uncomfortable, but he does not intervene. Moreover, upon returning back to the USA, 

Blake is received as a hero. The funeral is also attended in secret by one of the Comedian’s long-time enemies, 

Moloch. Rorschach is actually on to him and surprises Moloch at his home. Under coercion Moloch admits to 

Rorschach that he had nothing to do with the murder, but a few days prior to his death, the Comedian had broken 

into his house and he had been rambling and crying for reasons that Moloch could not comprehend. 

 

Laurie starts to feel isolated from Dr. Manhattan as he is preoccupied with his scientific research and becomes 

more inhuman each day. Because of his godlike powers, he becomes less involved with the everyday concerns of 

humans. She pours her heart out to Dan Dreiberg over dinner. While walking home, the two get surrounded by a 

gang, but they manage to defeat their opponents and the two are able to bound over the moment. Meanwhile, 

Dr. Manhattan is giving a televised interview where he is accused of being the cause of cancer in former friends 

and especially Janey Slater, Dr. Manhattan’s ex-wife. It is revealed that Janey Slater is extremely bitter and 

started smoking three pack of cigarettes a day after Dr. Manhattan left her for Laurie. Dr. Manhattan is perplexed 

by this news and seeks solitude, first in Arizona and later on Mars. The exile of Dr. Manhattan leads to a worldwide 

diplomatic crisis, when the Soviet Union exploit his absence by invading Afghanistan. When Laurie return home, 

she finds her home being taped up by government agents and she learns that Dr. Manhattan has left her. After 

they check her for cancer, she gets told she cannot live in the building anymore. She seeks refuge in Dan, and he 

propose she stays with him, now that she is homeless. Laurie admits to Dan that she felt like an imprisoned 

woman, and was kept around to satisfy Dr. Manhattan 

 

Rorschach’s suspicions about a conspiracy turn out to be justified as Veidt narrowly escapes an assassination. 

The hitman sacrifices himself by biting a poison capsule in his teeth before Veidt can interrogate him. When 

Rorschach receives a note from Moloch that he has more information, he heads over to his house. It turns out to 

be a set-up, as Moloch is already dead and the police surround the property. The police, who have been on the 
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lookout for Rorschach for many years, are finally able to overtake the vigilante and the face behind the mask is 

revealed as Walter Kovach. At this point it is revealed to the reader that the character often seen during the 

daytime in the background with a sign “the end is nigh” is in fact Rorschach.  

 

While in prison, Rorschach has regular meetings with therapist Malcolm Long as they explore his past. The reader 

learns that Rorschach was physically abused by his mother, who had to prostitute herself to gain some money. 

Her profession caused other kids to bully him, which let him to become violent towards them. Furthermore, the 

reader gets to know the origins of Rorschach’s mask, which takes the form of a Rorschach ink-blob test, and his 

early crime fighting days. Rorschach’s imprisonment has put him in a difficult predicament as he was once 

responsible for many of the criminals’ imprisonment. The prisoners seek revenge. However, Rorschach is able to 

keep them at bay. 

 

During Rorschach’s imprisonment, Dan and Laurie bond over their crime fighting days. However, after a failed 

attempt to have sex, the two don their old costumes and they relive the excitement of their crimefighting days 

when they rescue people from a burning apartment building. This culminates in a successful sexual encounter 

between Dan and Laurie in their costumes. Thrilled by the experience, Dan again has the urges to don his costume 

and relive his past as a costumed crime fighter. After convincing Laurie, they decide that they should rescue 

Rorschach from prison as Nite Owl and Silk Spectre II. The liberation is aided as Rorschach enemies have caused 

a riot, in an attempt to kill Rorschach, and they manage to successfully rescue him.  

 

Back home at Dan’s place, a double of Dr. Manhattan appears to convince Laurie to join him. When she refuses, 

he teleports her against her will to Mars. The news of Rorschach’s escape from prison causes an uproar in New 

York. When gang members discover that Nite Owl was involved, they slaughter Hollis Mason, the first iteration 

of Nite Owl as they mistake him for Dan. The real Nite Owl and Rorschach are in fact on the run for the police, as 

they have discovered Dan’s lair. In search for more clues about the conspiracy behind the murders on masked 

vigilantes, Rorschach and Nite Owl II investigate Veidts office. They find out that Veidt might be behind the 

conspiracy. Rorschach records his finding on a taped diary and leaves it for a right winged newspaper New 

Frontiersman.  Together with Nite Owl they go to Veidts Antarctic retreat to confront him. Veidt explains his plan 

to save the world from an inevitable nuclear war, that now is only moment away because of Dr. Manhattan’s 

absence, by faking an alien explosion in New York that will kill half the population of the city. He hopes the 

explosion will unite the opposing governments to fight a common enemy. Therefore, he had to make sure none 
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of the Watchmen could expose his plans; he had the Comedian murdered after he found out Veidt’s plans. He 

made sure Dr. Manhattan was out of the picture by giving cancer to people close to him, leading to the exile of, 

Dr. Manhattan. To get Rorschach of his scent, he staged his own failed assassination, and had Moloch killed and 

framed Rorschach for it. 

 

On Mars, Dr. Manhattan has a conversation with Laurie that triggers repressed memories of her childhood. 

Because of this conversation she realizes that Edward Blake is her real father and that Sally had a consensual 

relationship with the Comedian even after the attempted rape. While Laurie is conflicted with this new 

information, Dr. Manhattan sees her existence as a miracle and therefore finds value in the life of everyone. He 

decides that life on earth is meaningful and the two go back to earth. However, Veidt has already put the plan 

in motion, and when Dr. Manhattan and Silk Spectre arrive they are confronted with a mass destruction of New 

York city with a giant alien creature dead in the middle of the city.  

 

Dr. Manhattan teleports himself and Silk Spectre to Antarctica, where Veidt has set up a trap for Dr. Manhattan: 

the experiment that caused Jon Osterman to become Dr. Manhattan is recreated and is able to disintegrate him. 

The Silk Spectre tries to shoot Veidt, however she misses. Dr. Manhattan is able to put himself together again 

and the vigilantes seem to be on the winning hand again. When they tell him, they are going to expose his 

scheme to the world, Veidt reveals that his plan has actually worked and has prompted a peaceful co-operation 

between the Russian and American governments. Consequently, Dr. Manhattan, the Silk Spectre and Nite Owl 

decide that the truth should indeed be kept away. However, Rorschach is not able to compromise and decides to 

tell the truth to the world. As he leaves the hideout, he is confronted by Dr. Manhattan. When Dr. Manhattan is 

unable to persuade Rorschach, Rorschach tells him he will have to kill him, which Dr. Manhattan ultimately does. 

Inside again, Veidt asks Dr. Manhattan if he did the right thing which Dr. Manhattan answers cryptically by saying 

“nothing ever ends”. When Dr. Manhattan sees that Laurie is happy with Dan, he decides to leave Earth and start 

creating life in other places. 

 

The story ends with Dan and Laurie visiting Sally under their new aliases. Dan and Laurie have a conversation on 

restarting their masked crime fighting days. Laurie is finally able to forgive her mother and tells her that she 

knows the truth about the Comedian, and they part on good terms. The final images suggest that Rorschach 

prerecorded messages of his diary might be found by young man working for the New Frontiersman. 
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3.2 Watchmen’s cultural significance 
 

Together with Frank Miller’s Dark Knight Returns and Geiman’s Sandman, Watchmen contributed to the 

reassessment of the superhero comic as mature literature (Beaty and Woo, 2016,). The mid-to-late 1980s proved 

to be a period of huge change in the comic books realm. Art Spiegelman had already proven in the 1970s with 

his publication of Maus that the art form of the graphic novel could be elevated to a higher cultural status. 

However, up until the 1980s, superhero comics were often regarded as low-brow, or immature (Beaty and Woo, 

2016).  Part of the changes in the comic book world then, was the deconstruction of the superhero genre (Beaty 

and Woo, 2016). This ‘deconstruction of the genre’ can be found in Watchmen (Chys, 2018). Moore and Gibbons 

portrayed an environment that was closer to the real world. Their main idea was: “What would happen to the 

concept of superhero if they were put in the real world?” In 1952 judge Learned Hand provided a definition for 

the superhero as a heroic selfless character with a social mission (Coogan, 2009). However, the heroes in 

Watchmen are driven to a life of costumed crime fighting for personal gains such as money, power and fame or 

for some personal ideology (Chys, 2018). Apart from its flawed superheroes and realistic setting, Watchmen set 

a whole new standard for all comics with its unique art and composition. The narrative has an unseen layer of 

complexity by adding a comic-within-comic, the tales of the black Freighter, interplay between image and text, 

and intertwining traditional prose pieces in a comic by ending chapters with chapters from fictional novels or 

newspaper articles. Furthermore, some links and allusions only becoming apparent to the reader after several 

readings. Each new issue provided new characters, storylines, and background information. Superhero comics in 

nature have an ideological message (McAllister, Sewell Jr., & Gordon, 2001). Watchmen in its self-awareness of 

the superhero genre, became groundbreaking for its refusal to portray an idealized reflection of humanity. Alan 

Moore and Dave Gibbons encourage the reader to rethink the idea of heroism (Thomson, 2005). Furthermore, 

Watchmen is different from other comics because it covers a grey zone between comics and graphic novels. 

Superhero comics are distributed serial and are seemingly never ending (McCdLoud, 1994). When a hero dies, this 

means the end of the comics. The results are that in comics fatal wounds are never permanent, as it would mean 

the end of the continuity (Bongco, 2000; Alward, 1982). Watchmen, however, was distributed serial and later 

bound together in a graphic novel. Moreover, the death of the characters is permanent as the series ends with 

chapter twelve5. The popularity of Watchmen and its influence became undeniable as it became a New York 

 
5 While Alan Moore has vetoed against any spin-off or prequal to the Watchmen-series and stated that Watchmen is a standalone 
series, DC comics has published a prequal series in 2012 Before Watchmen  and in 2017 a sequel Doomsday Clock where the heroes in 
the events of Watchmen become part of the universe that also houses Superman, Batman and Wonder Woman.  
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Times Bestseller and the only graphic novel in the Time Magazines 100 best novels6. Furthermore, Gibbons and 

Moore have both received numerous awards for their work on Watchmen. The Jack Kirby Award for Best Finite 

Series, New Series, and Best Writer/Artist (Single or Team) was given to Gibbons and Moore for Watchmen in 

1987. Watchmen also received the Hugo Award in the category Other Forms in 1988. In 2009 Zack Snyder adapted 

the novel to the big screen. Moreover, there are recent talks of an adapting the novel to an HBO series. Despite 

being very influential, the graphic novel over the years has received criticism due to its portrayal of the female 

characters. 

 

3.3 Female representation in Watchmen7 
 
Anna C. Marshall (2016) claims in her essay of Watchmen: ‘Not So Revisionary: The Regressive Treatment of 

Gender in Alan Moore 's Watchmen’ that the female characters in Watchmen do not exist independently of a man 

and the decisions the female characters make are influenced by men. In my bachelor thesis, I established that 

while certain feminist ideologies can be applied to the female characters of Watchmen, the female characters 

never truly escape the patriarchal restrictions laid upon them (Chys, 2018). Firstly, it should be noted that, when 

comparing the number of women with the number of men that are significant in the story, only five women play 

a distinct role in the plot. Even fewer have a complete narrative arc. To further argument her case, Anna C. 

Marshall (2016) uses the Bechdel test and concludes that the novel does not pass the test. The only two women 

seen interacting are Laurie and Sally. In their conversation they talk about the Comedian and the relationship 

between Laurie and Dr. Manhattan. Furthermore, Levy and Mathews (2013) state that Watchmen is a highly-

sexualized comic, with the story being advanced by female characters’ expression of their sexuality, or by their 

sexual experiences. Rorschach’s mother is a prostitute. The rape of Kitty Genovese, and the abuse, and later 

murder, of six-year-old Blaire Roche turn Walter Kovacs into Rorschach. Janey Slater is Dr. Manhattan’s first lover, 

Sally Jupiter is a victim of sexual assault by the Comedian, the Silhouette is ousted from the Minutemen because 

she is gay, and Laurie seduces Dr. Manhattan, which results in the break up with Janey Slater and coincides with 

his move into a new phase of cooperation with the government. She then leaves him, cued by the sexual 

encounter with multiple emanations of Dr. Manhattan, and rather quickly starts up another romantic relationship 

with Dan Dreiberg. The cataclysm of New York begins with Hira Manish reluctantly consenting to have sex with 

Mr. Shea, but the attempt is cut short by the explosion that destroys the ship and sends the monster towards 

 
6 It should be noted that DC comics and the Time are both part of the same conglomerate WarnerMedia. 
7 This paragraph is an adapted from an earlier bachelor paper (see Chys, 2018). 
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New York (XII/332). That sequence of events ends in what Levy and Matthews (2013) describe as a crotch shot of 

the alien creature, draped over the city with the vaginal form on eye-level for the reader (XII/388). They claim 

that this final image references both the vagina dentata and tentacle-based hentai. Moreover, this image is a 

final reminder to Levy and Matthews (2013) of the allusions to women's sex as drivers of progress in the 

narrative (Chys, 2018). 

 

If we take a closer look at the individual female character of Watchmen, we must conclude that the Silhouette 

and Sylvia Kovacs, Rorschach’s mother, narrative arc are solely based on their sexual experiences (Chys, 2018). 

Janey Slater is reduced to a stereotype of bitter ex-wife and her agency is sacrificed for the cynical outset of the 

story, as she is just a pawn in the grand scheme of Veidt (Chys, 2018). The story of Sally Jupiter is supposed to 

show the reader in a freighting realistic way how victims suffer from self-blame, but also how society often 

treats victims of sexual assault with secondary victimization (Chys, 2018). Moore wants to empower Sally Jupiter, 

by making her aware of her sex appeal and applying this to further her career (Chys, 2018). Donavan and 

Richardson (2009) claim that Sally Jupiter is a liberal feminist with the belief that men and women are equal, 

but society regards women less than men. They argue that she had the same opportunities as the men had and 

was equal to them in battle. However, a liberal feminist cannot have it both ways: to get equal treatment and 

fight with the men but rely on the patriarchal restrictions of society when it is convenient for her career (Chys, 

2018). Moreover, her empowerment falls flat as she never gains real agency in the story. Marshall (2016) goes 

further by stating that “[t]he forces of misogyny and sexism have thus impacted Sally to the point where she is 

not cognizant of them, and embodies the stereotype of a brainwashed, oppressed woman.” (p. 7). Regarding that 

comment, her actions are more so those of society than hers (Marshall, 2016). Furthermore, the nihilistic outset 

of Watchmen inhibits her to gain real agency as she falls into the trope of having romantic feelings for her 

perpetrator (Chys, 2018). This is necessary for the plot, as the sexual encounter between Sally and Edward Blake 

results in the conception of Laurie or the second-generation Silk Spectre, which leads to Dr. Manhattan realizing 

human life is worth saving. While Laurie is the only female character to be of true importance to the main story, 

her lack of agency is concerning. She is always in a supporting role for and is perpetually in the girlfriend status 

(Chys, 2018). Laurie differs from her mother, by the fact that she is aware of her dependency. During her 

conversation in the restaurant with Dan Dreiberg in Chapter I, she admits that she feels like an imprisoned 

woman and that she is kept around to keep Dr. Manhattan happy. The few time Laurie tries to gain agency, she 

resorts to sex. Halfway through the novel it seems as if she is done with letting people define her life for her 

and she leaves Dr. Manhattan. Moreover, after she leaves Dr. Manhattan, she almost immediately aligns herself 
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with Dan Dreiberg and starts a sexual relationship with him. The story is again propelled by a sexual act as Dan 

and Laurie form an alliance after the deed to rescue Rorschach (Chys, 2018). These scenes make it complicated 

to state that Laurie is a woman who is retaking control. She serves more as a romantic attachment as she is 

perpetually in the girlfriend status (Chys, 2018). Even in her most pivotal moment on Mars, Laurie is again 

marginalized (Chys, 2018). The sole purpose of her existence gives Dr. Manhattan a change of heart and makes 

him believe life is not meaningless. But again, she has little or no control over the situation. She is never able to 

break away from Dr. Manhattan fully, as she is not able to get him out of her mind. Even more, he still demands 

her what to do when he forcefully shows her the future and triggers her past memories, thus making it 

impossible for Laurie to make her own decisions. He tells her how their conversation will go before she can say 

or do anything (Chys, 2018). Dr. Manhattan is supposed to behave this way as he has a lack of emotional 

understanding due to his superhuman form, but it is at the cost of Laurie’s independence (Chys, 2018).  

 

Paul Petrovic, in “The Culturally Constituted Gaze” (2010) argues that Silk Spectre becomes fairly empowerment, 

as she is to only one who links Dr. Manhattan to humanity and can bring him back to earth. Marshall (2016) 

disagrees and claims that even in that moment on Mars, Laurie is marginalized by Dr. Manhattan, as he does not 

let her maker her own decisions. Keating (2012) explains that Laurie derives her power from others. She holds 

power over Dr. Manhattan, the most powerful being, as she ties him to humankind. This only becomes clear when 

she turns her back on this power, by leaving him for Night Owl. She is never able to wield this power, but merely 

embodies that power. She has power over Dr. Manhattan, but only if she maintains herself as a link between him 

and human kind (Keating 2012). There is a lack of agency over that power as her power is only performed because 

a godlike figure considers her valuable. It is thus not something Silk Spectre ever has control over (Chys, 2018). 

Her own lack of agency becomes even more apparent in the scene in chapter XI where Dr. Manhattan watches 

over Dan and Laurie. This scene resembles the biblical theme of Adam and Eve and the woman as a gift. Dr. 

Manhattan here is depicted as God, strengthened by the next frame where he walks on water. Keating (2012) 

explains that while Veidt created a break with the old society, Dr. Manhattan created continuity and repetition 

by giving Laurie to Dan, thus giving the new society an Adam and Eve. Where the masculine trait is the break, the 

female trait is continuity, embodied in the exchange of Laurie. In this explanation, Laurie is merely something 

that is passed along (Chys, 2018). 

 

In the final scene, we see Laurie gaining some independency, as she wants to be her own hero, instead of being 

forced to be one (Chys, 2018). The transformation demonstrates that she encompasses more of the existential 
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feminist ideal of self-definition (Donovan & Richardson, 2009). Existentialists believe that people are built by 

their own choices and are self-defined. However, women struggle against the apparent disadvantages from the 

female body, because the oppressive society renders the female body negative (Chys, 2018). This is manifested 

in the end when we see that Laurie wants to make changes to the costume of Silk Spectre to make it more 

protective. Therefore, she answers to the liberal feminist ideal of androgyny; both men and women have 

masculine and feminine sides (Donovan & Richardson, 2009). In an androgynous fashion, Laurie becomes like 

her father, who also donned a more protective costume after the trauma he witnessed in Vietnam, as well as 

like her mother (Donovan & Richardson, 2009). Two major events provoke this growth for Silk Spectre: The first 

is her epiphany on Mars and the second is seeing the bloodbath in New York City caused by the destruction of 

Ozymandias’ monster. The question who her real father is, has always been an issue in the life of Laurie. When 

Dr. Manhattan teleports her to Mars, she realizes who her real father is. Their dialogue starts a string of repressed 

childhood memories which forces her to acknowledge the truth. She first tries to deny it, but later she must 

accept that neither Laurence Sexnayder nor Hooded Justice is her father. The realization that her real father is 

The Comedian causes her to rekindle the relationship with her mother (Chys, 2018). Coming to this realization, 

she understands her mother better which consequently helps her to gain some independence from her mother 

(Chys, 2018). After the events taken place in New York, Silk Spectre is traumatized by the devastation she has 

witnessed but she also seems to be more self-assured in her role as a hero. However, the real change is 

questioned as the trauma she witnessed in New York, ties her further to Dan. This is exampled by Laurie taking 

the name ‘Hollis’ after Dan’s hero (Chys, 2018). The ending reveals a conservative, heterosexual framework, thus 

showing that perhaps not much has changed (Keating, 2012). Perhaps the misogynistic views internalized by her 

mother and expressed by her father, have impacted Laurie’s life thus far that she is unable to escape the 

restrictions of the patriarchal society (Chys, 2018). 
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3.4 Methodology 
 

3.4.1 Using a social network theories approach 
 

From previous chapters it was accepted that the criteria of the Bechdel test can generate a network for a text. 

Latour refers to the nodes and edges in a network as mediators and intermediators respectively and compares 

them with active and passive actants. An intermediary might merely be a vehicle for information that constructs 

a network, while the “mediator” actively modifies information that passes through a network. Alex Woloch 

(2009) states that flat characters and non-central network positions are related. The difference in quantity of 

connections—one versus four or five—can tend to signal a qualitative difference in the function of the character 

in the text. It is possible to identify the periphery, the intermediary position, and even a position of total isolation 

near the center of a character network as trouble spots, and often as the positions of flat or intermediary 

characters. The female character isolated near the center of a network often serves as a prop for a central male 

character’s self-actualization. In chapter two it was established that the position of female characters in the 

network would be a useful criterion to add to the Bechdel test, as it determines whether the women in Watchmen 

serve as actants or mediators. Furthermore, centrality can be used to visualize the power and influence (female) 

characters have over their network. By visualizing the centrality of female characters in Watchmen, we are able 

to analyze female agency without relying too heavily on interpretation. 

 

3.4.1.1 Power and influence 
 

The social network approach states that social power is inherently relational. An individual does not have power 

in the abstract form, they have power because they can dominate or have influence over others. Because power 

correlates with the amount of relations an actor has, the amount of power in a social network can vary. Therefore, 

in low density networks not much power can be exerted, while in high density network certain characters will 

have great power (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). Two systems can have the same amount of power, but it can be 

equally distributed in one and unequally distributed in another. Power in social networks may be viewed either 

as a micro property (i.e. it describes relations between actors) or as a macro property (i.e. one that describes the 

entire population); as with other key sociological concepts, the macro and micro are closely connected in social 

network thinking (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005).  Power and influence can be measured by centrality. The more 

central a character is in a network, the more power and influence they can exert.  It will be interesting to compare 
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the ratio of power male characters have in a social network, over female characters. This can be done by 

measuring the centrality of these characters. Centrality can be measured in different forms; degree centrality, 

closeness and betweenness, which will be further explained underneath.  

 

3.4.1.2 Degree Centrality 
 

Degree centrality: A node’s degree centrality is equal to the total number of its incoming and outgoing edges. 

The number of connections is often a useful proxy for a node’s importance.  

In-degree centrality: Degree centrality but summing only a node’s incoming edges. In the undirected case, this 

reduces to Degree centrality.  

Out-Degree centrality: Degree centrality but summing only a node’s outgoing edges. In the undirected case, this 

reduces to Degree centrality.  

 

Previously it was established by Woloch (2019) that actors in network with more ties are in an advantageous 

position. When a character or actor in a network has many ties to other characters, these characters have access 

to a lot more resources and information. Moreover, they have many alternative ways to satisfy their need, which 

in turn makes them less dependent on other individuals. We can tie this again to the Bechdel test, who demands 

women independent from the men in their network. Furthermore, actors with many connections tend to be third-

party characters and deal makers in exchanges between other characters (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). Degree 

centrality is an effective measure to determine the actor’s centrality in the network. When actors are on the 

receiving end of many connections, they are prominent and have higher prestige; in this case network analysis 

speaks of high in-degree centrality. Actors who seek out many other actors in a network, are able to exchange 

with many others and can influence these other actors. In this case we speak of high out-degree centrality 

(Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). When constructing the most unequal distribution of power in a network, one arrives 

at drawing a star shaped network as seen in the Figure 2 below. In this network all the actors have degree of 

one, while the central actor has degree of the number of actors in the network minus one. In this case degree 

five. Freeman (1979), one of the authors of UCINET, created a graph centralization measure. This measurement 

represents the degree of variability in the degrees of actors in a network as a percentage of that in a star network 

of the same size (Freeman, 1979). 
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3.4.1.3 Closeness centrality 
 

Closeness: Measures a node’s geodesic distance to other nodes 

 

In social network analysis closeness centrality measures the distance of an actor to all other actors in the 

network. If we consider Figure 2 again, actor A is more powerful than all the other actors as he is closer to all 

other actors. Actor A can exchange information with all other actors, he is a geodesic distance of one to all other 

actors, while views and opinions from actor B have to go through A before reaching C; actor B is at a geodesic 

distance of two from all other actors (with the exception of A). Because A can reach other actors at a shorter 

path length, A is at a favored position. Actor A is the reference point for the other actors in the network and 

power will thus be installed upon actor A. Moreover, actor A will judge himself as more powerful in his network 

as his views are heard by a larger number of actors. Closeness differs from degree centrality as degree centrality 

only takes into account the immediate ties an actor has, and the ties the actor’s neighbors have (Hanneman & 

Riddle, 2005). Closeness measures the distance between one actor and all other actors, looking both at actors 

directly tied to the node, but also those who are at a greater distance than his immediate neighbors.   

 

Closeness can be measured in different ways. One way to measure closeness centrality is based on the sum of 

geodesic distances from each actor to all other actors. In fact, the “farness” between each actor is measured as 

Figure 2: Most inequal distribution of power (Freeman,1979) 
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the sum of the lengths of the shortest paths from one actor to another. “Farness” is then transformed into 

“nearness” which is its reciprocal (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). In this case the most central actors are those with 

the smallest “farness” from the other actors in the network. This can again be compared with the star-network 

in a graph centralized measurement (Freeman, 1979). 

 
3.4.1.4 Betweenness centrality 
 

Betweenness: The betweenness centrality for each node is the number of (geodesic) shortest paths that pass 

through the node 

 

Betweenness centrality focusses on how many times an actor “A” needs another actor “B” in order to reach actor 

“C”, as B lies on the geodesic path between A en C (Borgatti, 2005). In this case actor B’s centrality is measured 

as power is given to actor B over A. Actor A is dependent on actor B, as actor B can delay or stop the exchange of 

information (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). Actor A can become more independent by having more than one way 

of getting information to actor C. The amount of times actor B is between other actors adds up to actor B’s overall 

centrality. Betweenness centrality views an actor as being in a favored position to the extent that the actor falls 

on the geodesic paths between other pairs of actors in the network (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). This can be 

normed by expressing centrality as a percentage of the maximum possible betweenness that an actor could 

have. In regard to the study at hand, betweenness will be useful to determine female characters’ dependency 

on other character.  

 

3.4.2 Developing a strategy for constructing a social network in Watchmen 
 

The first step to creating a social network of any particular work of fiction is to do a close reading of said work. 

Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen is groundbreaking for its way of storytelling as it set a whole new 

standard for all comics. Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons have inserted clues into the Watchmen story that will only 

later reveal its importance. Often characters appear in a panel, who, at that time, do not seem to be significant 

for the story, only to appear later on again in a more meaningful way. When reading Watchmen for the first time, 

the reader might overlook that Rorschach’s character is depicted in a lot of panels in the background, as the 

homeless man with “the end is nigh” sign. Therefore, a lot of characters have already met or interacted with 
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Rorschach, unbeknownst to them. This only becomes clear later on in the novel, when Rorschach’s mask is finally 

removed, and his face is revealed to the other characters and the reader.  

 

It is therefore that dissecting every panel is of upmost importance to not miss any detail. To make sure no hidden 

clues or character interactions were lost, I studied each panel individually and wrote a short synopsis of what 

was happening in that particular panel as exampled underneath: 

 

Page 9 
Panel 2: Top view: two feet walk in frame in a pile of blood. Meanwhile a transcript of Rorschach’s journal fills the top of 
the image 
Panel 3: Top view: a disheveled man (Rorschach) becomes visible and holds up a sign “the end is nigh”, a man in butcher 
gear is cleaning the pile of blood from the street with a hose and looks angry towards the man with the sign (Rorschach). 
The man with the sign does not look at the butcher. 
Panel 4: The same scene zooms out and other indistinctive individuals appear in the street. The man with the sign 
(Rorschach) is now past the blood on the ground and leaves bloody footsteps on the pavement. The butcher with the hose 
is still looking at the man with the sign, possibly angry as he has his arm in the air.  
Panel 5: -the same scene more zoomed out- even more indistinctive people on the street 
Panel 6: -the same scene completely zoomed out- a hand on the shattered glass of an apartment on this street becomes 
visible.  
Panel 7: A balding detective becomes completely visible and looks over the frame of the shattered window the ground and 
says “hmm” “that’s quite a drop”. The person he is saying this to, is not in frame. 

 

Each chapter in Watchmen ends with more traditional prose pieces like news articles and chapters from the book 

‘Under the hood’. These more prosaic parts are not included in the analysis of each panel as illustrated above. 

Instead these parts are summarized. This makes it possible to understand off-screen relationships that we can 

learn from the chapters of ‘Under the hood’ and the various news articles, that are not visible in the comic panels. 

Furthermore, there is a comic-within-a-comic ‘Tales of the black freighter’. I have not included this comic in the 

panel-by-panel analysis, as the purpose of this comic-within-a-comic is more about interplay between text and 

image and paralleling the sentiment of characters in the Watchmen series. The comic merely comments on the 

events happening in the novel. The ‘Tales of the black freighter’ will however receive its own node as the comic 

is read by one character and will thus receive an incoming edge. 

 

According to Agarwal and Rambow. (2010) digitalized social network extraction requires annotation of each 

character. Moreover, this will be needed when we want to analyze the social network of Watchmen using UCINET. 

UCINET will number each character node in the network, however as the Watchmen story contains an extensive 
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number of characters, it will become quite difficult to determine characters from the network. Therefore, each 

character that appeared in the novel has to be listed and named, even if that character is nameless in the novel. 

Unnamed characters in the novel are named by their profession, or their apparel. To example: in the panel 

underneath, president Nixon is seen in a helicopter with an unmade Defcon pilot. This pilot will thus be named 

Defcon pilot.  

 
Figure 3: President Nixon with Defcon pilot (Moore & Gibbons, 2014) 

Certain professions, like police officers, occurred more than once in the novel. As a solution I added a number to 

the character with this profession, starting with one and counting upwards every time a new character appeared 

in the novel with said profession. Agarwal et al. (2010) defined two broad types of social events: interaction 

(INR), in which both parties are aware of each other and of the social event, e.g., a conversation, and observation 

(OBS), in which only one party is aware of the other and of the interaction, e.g., thinking of or talking about 

someone. Because cognitive state here is of importance, I do not annotate characters who do not partake in 

Figure 4: unnoticed background character (Moore & Gibbons, 2014) 
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these social events. In this regard, the characters are not aware of each other and only appeared in one panel 

and have no further actions than passing by. Moreover, characters who are too vaguely drawn and thus only 

appear in the background with no distinctive features, where excluded from the list of named characters. In the 

example underneath we see a character in the background placing nuclear warning signs. However, none of the 

characters in the foreground seem to notice the man, nor does the man give any indication of noticing the other 

characters in the panel. 

 

Furthermore, some characters only appear in the panels that show the aftermath of the explosion in New York. 

While we can count this as a social event of observation (OBS), because Laurie has a clear visible reaction towards 

seeing these dead people, these characters have not been added to the list. At the moment the panel focusses 

on these characters, they are already dead and have no more cognitive state. Furthermore, Laurie is probably 

not able to determine any character, but merely has a reaction to the vastness of the destruction. Moreover, it 

would be too confusing to try to name all these characters piled up on each other in the aftermath of the 

destruction of New York.  

 
Figure 5: The destruction of New York (Moore & Gibbons, 2014) 

An extra challenge was presented when a group of characters appear in a panel. Each character is aware of the 

other characters and may interact with another character differently and therefore could be considered as an 

independent character with its own agency. One way to include each character, is by naming them with a suffix 

of a number. For example, gang member 1, police officer 2, and so on. This way, there is a clearer distinction 

which individual character interacts in what way with another character or which member of the group reappear 
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in later scenes in the novel. However, I decided to regard these characters as one group entity even if that scene 

is played out over different panels. To be considered as a group I set up the criteria that there must be more 

than 2 members and each character needs to have the same goal and have the same tonal expression. This was 

done as the numbering of characters could become overly complicated. Moreover, when the social network is 

visualized, it should not be oversaturated with minor characters. In the panel underneath, a group of police 

officers finally caught Rorschach. These characters have different speech bubbles as they are yelling different 

phrases; however, their goal is the same: to catch Rorschach, their tone is angry and their expressions violent.  

A final challenge that was faced, were the newspapers and television broadcasts as distributers of information. 

This problem was solved by personalizing the information channel. The journalist Dough Roth of the newspaper 

Nova Express will represent Nova Express as a whole. The head editor of New Frontiersman will represent the 

newspaper, and Benny Anger, TV host, will represent the televised news. The information these characters 

distribute will be observed (OBS) by every character who mentions this information. 

 

Once every character was named, different matrices were created. The first matrix gives an overview of every 

character that participates in a social event. The first column contains top-down every character in order of 

Figure 6: Rorschach caught by police officers (Moore & Gibbons, 2014) 
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appearance as the sender of the interaction. The top row contains from left to right every character in the same 

order of appearance as the receiver of the interaction. When two characters meet, their corresponding cell will 

be filled in with the type of interaction and on which page in the comic this interaction happens. Interactions 

(INT) are defined as two characters who exchange in conversation. For an event to count as an INT, I applied the 

rule that there must be a text balloon. This rule is necessary, as the Bechdel test asks for two women engaging 

in conversation that must be about something besides men. Hence, the matter of the conversation must be clear 

to the reader. Observations (OBS) are social events where a character expresses a form of nonverbal 

communication, i.e. facial expressions and body language towards another character, or the character mentions 

another character that is not visible in the panel. Certain characters meet each other multiple times over the 

course of the novel and the nature of the social event can vary each time. The first time Rorschach meets Veidt 

in the course of the story, their interaction is different from the last time the two characters meet. Each social 

event is put into the matrix with a key word and the page number and preceded by OBS for observations or INT 

for interactions. The matrix puts into perspective who the sender and receiver of the message is or in narratology 

terms: determine the active and passive actants. The way the matrix is set up, it allows for characters to have 

interactions with themselves. This proves to be the case as certain characters have monologues. For example, 

Rorschach and Dr. Lang record their own thoughts in a voice recorder. Group characters will also be able to have 

interactions with themselves, as the member of these groups clearly know one another. 

 

3.4.3 Mapping social events 
 

According to Selsiker (2015) the Bechdel test provides a set of criteria for generating a social network. Marshall 

(2016) claims that Watchmen does not pass the Bechdel test. However, after analyzing the novel panel by panel, 

it appears that Watchmen in fact does pass the test. Aline and Joey (Josephine) are a lesbian couple who are 

frequent visitors of Bernard’s newsstand. They are seen fighting in the streets of New York, minutes before 

Veidt’s monster explodes. Understandably, Marshall glosses over these characters as they only play a minor role 

in the novel. If we solely focus on the main characters, the novel passes the first and second criteria of the 

Bechdel test because of only two scenes. In both these scenes it is Sally Jupiter and Laurie Juspeczyk who are 

having a conversation. However, this conversation is in both times about men. Therefore, Watchmen does not 

pass the test. The character network would fail as there is no edge between any female characters. This third 

criterium is set in place to make sure the female character in a fictional work is as fully developed a character 

as her male counterparts. In previous chapters it was established that mapping out the network centrality can 
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prove whether the female characters in Watchmen are central characters or mediators that serve male character 

actualization. The proposed alternative for the Bechdel test states that Watchmen should have two female 

characters that have an interaction and both of these female characters have to be in an advantageous position 

in the character network. Mapping out each character centrality will determine the position of each character in 

the character network of Watchmen.  

 

These metrics will be calculated with the software program UCINET (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 2002). Because 

this is a first exploration of the use of social network analysis on character networks in Watchmen, this thesis 

will limit itself to the measures of degree centrality, closeness and betweenness. 

 

A new social event matrix is built where all social events (OBS and INT) are annotated by binary numbering the 

cells. When two characters have a social event, a number one is placed in the corresponding cell. The row 

represents the active character, and the column represents the passive character. When no social event occurs 

between two characters, the corresponding cell is filled with a zero. One-sided social events can occur in this 

matrix; for example, actor A talks about an actor B, in his row there would be a one where the two characters 

meet. Actor B does not have an "on screen" interaction with actor B, nor is actor B seen talking about actor A. 

Therefore, in the row of character B there would be a zero where the characters meet. Accordingly, in this matrix 

it is possible to take into account the direction of the edges and thus measure the in- and outdegree centrality 

of characters.   
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Chapter 4 Results and discussion 
 

In total hundred thirty-six characters where found in the character network of Watchmen. Therefore, the matrix, 

containing all social events, is sized 136x136. The matrix validity can be accepted as the most central characters 

in the visualization (Figure 7) are also the characters most pivotal to the plot: i.e Rorschach, Dr. Manhattan, Laurie 

Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre), Adrien Veidt (Ozymandias) and Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl). Measuring the centrality of this 

matrix, it is apparent that Rorschach is the most central character. This is not surprising as the reader mostly 

follows Rorschach’s story. The full list of characters can be found in Appendix 1. 

 
Figure 7: Watchmen network 

In the network of Watchmen, out of hundred thirty-six characters, twenty-four characters are female, and three 

nodes represent groups of individuals that contain female characters. Figure 8 illustrates the female character 

network with the female characters represented by blue nodes and the groups that contain female characters 

as black nodes. This visualization shows eighteen ties between these female character nodes. The edges linked 

to black nodes can be eliminated as there are men in these groups. The first matrix with key words to every 

social event shows that all these edges are observational (OBS) except for two: Laurie talking to Sally (INT) and 

Aline and Joey fighting in the streets (INT). Sally and Ursula are seen in the same room but there is no interaction. 

Sally and her manicurist do not have an on-screen interaction. The reader only sees Sally talking on the phone 
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with her manicurist tending her feet. Janey’s mother is only referred to by Janey Slater and Dr. Manhattan. Janey 

is seen looking angry at Laurie in the background, and later she mentions Laurie as she confronts Dr. Manhattan 

for having feelings for Laurie. Laurie is driven around by Joey in her taxi, but there is no interaction visible to the 

reader in the frames. Diana and Gloria are friends but are only seen together at dinner and have no interactional 

exchange. Lastly, officer Capaldi is seen in the background laying her hand on Mrs. Hirsch’s shoulder. This still 

counts as an observation as the readers cannot see any words spoken between the two women. 

Figure 8: Female character network for Watchmen 

4.1 Degree centrality 
 
Degree centrality measures the amount of incoming and outgoing edges of a node. The number of connections 

tell us something about a character’s importance in the network. Incoming edges are accounted as indegree 

centrality, while outdegree centrality measures the outgoing edges. The mean out- and indegree centrality for 

a character node is 4.684. In the case of Watchmen, the outdegree centralization is 36.801% and the indegree 

centralization lies at 32,324%. Outdegree power is thus more unequally distributed over the network. However 

positional advantages are overall equally distributed in this network. In the table underneath the top ten highest 

scoring character based on degree centrality are illustrated. Out of hundred thirty-six annotated characters, 
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twenty-four are female. Only two characters have scores high enough to rank in the top ten. Moreover, more 

than half of the female characters have a degree centrality that measures under the mean score. 

 ID Outdegree Indegree 

1 Rorschach 54.00 48.00 

2 Dr. Manhattan 37.00 38.00 

3 Adrien Veidt  32.00 23.00 

4 Laurie Juspeczyk 23.00 22.00 

5 Dan Dreiberg 26.00 18.00 

6 The Comedian 21.00 22.00 

7 Sally Jupiter 15.00 17.00 

8 Hollis T. Mason 16.00 10.00 

9 The newsvendor Bernard 15.00 11.00 

10 Captain Metropolis8 11.00 13.00 

Table 2: Degree centrality top ten scores 

The most central character of Watchmen is Rorschach. Rorschach has an outdegree of 54.00. His indegree 

centrality measures at 48.00. His outdegree centrality is much higher than his indegree centrality. This is due to 

the frequent monologues in which he mentions other characters. Rorschach in the story seems to be well 

connected, as he is feared by criminals, knows a lot of the heroes personally and is seen interacting with the 

people on the street when he is not wearing his mask. Moreover, he is often the active person in conversation or 

physical interactions. Meanwhile, Rorschach is less observed or mentioned by other characters, although still 

being quite popular, and he is almost never the passive actor in the interactions. Second and third are Dr. 

Manhattan and Ozymandias respectively. Dr. Manhattan has an outdegree centrality of 37.00 and indegree of 

38.00. A possible explanation for this, is that he is mentioned a lot. Other character nodes want to exert power 

and influence over him, and a lot of people are depended on him; he serves as a nuclear buffer during the ongoing 

cold war. However, Dr. Manhattan is less concerned about human life and exiles himself to mars in the middle 

of the story. Ozymandias is next, with an outdegree of 32.00 and an indegree of 23.00. This sizeable gap between 

 
8 It is quite unusual that Captain Metropolis makes it this far on the list as his role in the story is of lesser importance. This is due to 
how the social events were counted. Captain metropolis used to be part of different crime fighting groups. In flashback and 
photographs he is quite often seen interacting with both the present-day heroes of watchmen as well as the older heroes of the 
minutemen. The graph centrality measurements truthfully represent him as a powerful figure as he would have had some influence 
in his active years as a crime fighter. However, based on outdegree centrality alone Nova Express would take the spot of number ten 
on this list (See appendix 2). 
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out- and indegree can be explained because Ozymandias has a lot of connections in the story, but is not as much 

talked about. He orchestrates the evil masterplan but remains mostly under the radar until the final chapters. 

Next, we find Laurie Juspeczyk with an outdegree measuring 23.00 and an indegree centrality of 22.00. The top 

five is rounded off with the last protagonist, Dan Dreiberg, who has an outdegree of 26.00 and an indegree of 

18.00. Dan is mostly in the story to accompany Rorschach, however, not a lot of characters mention him or are 

as dependent on him. Something to notice here, is that Laurie has a higher overall degree centrality than Dan. 

Nonetheless when measuring outdegree, she falls quite a bit behind on Dan. Her indegree centrality measures 

her prominence in the story, however compared to the other protagonists her outdegree scores is fairly lower. 

In other words, while appearing more than Dan in the story of Watchmen, her significance to the story is less 

than any other protagonist. Furthermore, the only female character Laurie is seen talking to, is her mother Sally. 

If we look at the degree centrality of the characters (Table 2 and Appendix 2) Sally still makes the top ten based 

on an outdegree centrality of 15.00 and an indegree centrality of 17.00. Sally’s indegree centrality dominates her 

outdegree centrality. Sally has more prominence, than influence over her network. This is also true for Janey 

Slater, Sylvia Kovac’s, and Ursula Zandt or the Silhouette (see Appendix 2). The figure underneath shows the 

complete network visualization. The sizes of the nodes are in proportion to their degree centrality. The blue 

nodes are female character nodes, while the red nodes are male character nodes. Black nodes are groups of 

characters consisting of both male and female characters. 

 
Figure 9: Degree centrality visualization 
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4.2 Closeness centrality 
 

Closeness centrality measures the geodesic distance nodes are away from each other. Characters with a high 

closeness centrality are in a favorable position to control and acquire information. The following table shows 

the top ten scores of characters with the highest closeness centrality calculated by UCINET using a Freeman 

normalization. As the network is directed, a both in- closeness and out-closeness were computed. 

 ID Out-closeness In-closeness 

1 Rorschach 0.551 0.475 

2 Dr. Manhattan 0.504 0.461 

3 Ozymandias 0.502 0.431 

4 Dan Dreiberg 0.472 0.431 

5 Laurie Juspeczyck 0.470 0.427 

6 The Comedian 0.466 0.433 

7 The newsvendor Bernard 0.452 0.359 

8 Nelson Gardner (Captain Metropolis) 0.438 0.408 

9 Benny Anger (Televised media) 0.438 0.342 

10 Doug Roth (Nova Express) 0.435 0.353 

Table 3: Closeness centrality top ten scores 

Rorschach is the most central character according to the closeness centrality measure. He is in close proximity 

to most characters in Watchmen and therefore can influence most people. In the story, Rorschach investigates 

the murder of the comedian by making use of his network. He eavesdrops on police officers, he contacts Dr. 

Manhattan and Dan Dreiberg and he finds information in the criminal underworld of New York. His 

connectedness in the network proves to be fruitful as he is the first person to see a connection between the 

events happening. It is also not surprising that in this top ten score the media outlets Nova Express and Benny 

Anger, representing televised media, appear. These outlets have a lot of influence as they easily convinced people 

that Dr. Manhattan had caused cancer to his connections. Furthermore, The Comedian reaches the top six score 

again. His dead sets the story in motion and even beyond the grave he still has a lot of influence over the network. 

The comedian held power over Veidt as he discovered his plans and therefore had to be eliminated. His dead 

motivated Rorschach to start investigating the disappearance of several people. Moreover, the reader learns that 

the Comedian is ruthless and abusive. He likes to assert dominance over other characters, especially women as 

seen in an attempt to rape Sally Jupiter. The newsvendor Bernard seems to be in an advantageous position to 
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spread information and influence over the network. This is also his jobs as he is to spread the news. Over the 

course of the novel, many people stop by his newsstand to talk about current events. It is trough Bernard that 

Alan Moore gives the reader insight into the world of Watchmen.  

 

The closeness centrality measure confirms that Laurie has more prominence over her network than she has 

influence. According to the indegree centrality score Laurie is a more popular character than Dan. She has more 

edges going through the character node. However, the closeness centrality scored illustrates that when it comes 

to influencing the other characters, she falls behind on Dan. Furthermore, Laurie is the only female character to 

make the top ten according to the closeness centrality measure. Sally’s centrality score (see appendix 3) drops 

ten places compared to her degree centrality scores, as her out-closeness centrality measures 0.387 and her in-

closeness centrality measures 0.415. She is far more prominent in the story than she has influence.  

 

In the figure underneath, the closeness centrality is represented by the size of the node. The red nodes represent 

the male characters, while the blue nodes show the female characters. Black nodes are used for groups of 

characters that consist of both male and female characters. 

 
Figure 10: Closeness centrality visualization 
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4.3 Betweenness centrality 
 

Betweenness centrality regards nodes as being in a favorable position when that node falls on the geodesic path 

between other pairs of nodes. To measure the betweenness centrality we must measure the amount of time a 

node lies between two other character nodes. This is often interpreted in terms of the potential power that an 

actor might wield. Characters are able to distort or slow down the flow of information (Borgatti et al. 2009). In 

this network, there is a lot of variation in actor betweenness. UCINET measures a standard deviation of 857.147 

to a mean betweenness of 221.574. Furthermore, the network centralization lies higher than in the measures 

before with a network centralization index of 43.01%. Which means that characters can become structural 

constraints for other characters, as they can be reluctant to broker new relations. This gives these “brokers” of 

relationships power. The table underneath gives the top ten highest scoring characters for betweenness 

centrality calculated with UCINET. 

 ID Betweenness centrality 

1 Rorschach 7945.577        

2 Dr. Manhattan 4624.973        

3 Adrien Veidt (Ozymandias)  2924.948        

4 The Comedian 1590.164         

5 Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre II) 1547.614         

6 President Nixon 1530.373         

7 The Newsvendor Bernard 1339.159         

8 Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II) 1162.646         

9 Sally Jupiter (Silk Spectre I) 834.207         

10 Dr. Malcolm Long 655.207         

Table 4: Betweenness centrality top ten scores 

According to the Freeman Betweenness measure, Rorschach is again the most central character. This seems 

fitting as Rorschach has multiple channels through which he receives information. Furthermore, Rorschach is a 

vigilante who allows himself a lot of power. He operates outside the law and acts independent. Moreover, he 

becomes a constraint to Dr. Manhattan and Adrien Veidt. In the final scenes, Rorschach does not want to abandon 

his principles to cover up for Veidt’s plan. He wants to keep the flow of information going. Dr. Manhattan sees 

no other alternative than to liquidate Rorschach to stop the flow of information. However, it is still possible that 

the plan gets leaked to the world as Rorschach leaves his diary to be found at the New Frontiersman. Laurie and 
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Sally both make the top ten score again. Sally perceives herself in a powerful position due to her many 

connections. She is proud of her career and the connections it has provided her. This is illustrated in the story 

when we see the many newspaper clips and the souvenirs she keeps. However, in the previous chapter it was 

established that Sally shows signs of a brainwashed, oppressed woman who is oblivious to the forces of sexism 

and misogyny. She uses her sexuality to further her career. Sally has perceived herself as powerful due to her 

many connections but does not realize that these connections take advantage of her. Moreover, there power in 

the network centralization is quite uneven. There is a quite a large gap between Sally and the top five highest 

scoring characters. 

 

 On the other hand, Laurie’s high betweenness centrality score could be interpreted as Laurie being a character 

who is constantly between people. In part 3.3 it was established that Laurie is always in a supporting role and 

in a perpetual girlfriend status. She stands between the Comedian and Sally as their daughter, she stands 

between Dan Dreiberg and Dr. Manhattan as their girlfriend, and she stands between Dr. Manhattan and 

humanity. If we take into account her degree centrality, Laurie is prominent in the network but does not manage 

to have as much influence over the network as her male counterparts. Keating (2012) argued that Laurie is 

character that is derives power from others but is never able to wield that power. Her power is performed (see 

3.3). Her betweenness centrality indicates this potential of power and agency, however it is not performed. A 

possible explanation might be that Laurie is able to receive much information but is not able to broker this 

information as there is a large gap between Laure and the top three scores. In order to truly make statements 

about Sally and Laurie, it would perhaps be beneficial in a further research to conduct a flow betweenness 

centrality9 and a hierarchical reduction to determine at which hierarchical level Laurie and Sally would fall. 

 

In the figure underneath, the degree centrality is represented by the size of the node. The red nodes represent 

the male characters, while the blue nodes show the female characters. Black nodes are used for groups of 

characters that consist of both male and female characters 

 
9 The flow approach to centrality expands the notion of betweenness centrality. Some actors may be more reluctant to broker 
connections or can obstruct the flow of information. In this case, actors will search for another pathway, that will be longer than the 
geodesic or shortest path (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). The flow approach will consider all possible pathways that connect two actors 
and will measure for each actor how involved they are in all of the flows between all other pairs of actors (Hanneman & Riddle, 
2005). Because these calculations can become quite large, the measurement will be standardized (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005).  
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Figure 11: Betweenness centrality visualization 

4.4 Discussion 
 

Watchmen passes the altered Bechdel test due to both Laurie and Sally being quite central in the character 

network of Watchmen. Laurie Juspeczyk receives high enough scores to be placed in the top five for each 

centrality measurement. She has an interaction with Sally Jupiter, who is also fairly central, based on her high 

ranking in degree centrality and betweenness centrality. However, there is a large gap between Sally’s score and 

the top five score for both degree centrality and betweenness. It should be questioned whether making the top 

ten score suffices to be considered as a central character. The graph centralization measurement indicates a 

more inequal distribution for both outdegree centrality and betweenness centrality. If the rankings for degree 

centrality were based on outdegree centrality, both Sally and Laurie would drop one placement. However, Laurie 

still is considered top five and Sally still places in the top ten. Moreover, the top ten score for betweenness 

centrality remains the same. Comparatively to any character in the top five, Sally’s centrality is relatively small 

in an environment where power and influence are treasured. Furthermore, based on closeness centrality, where 

the scores are comparatively closer to one another, Sally falls quite behind, only placing seventeenth.  
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Sally has started her career as the Silk Spectre to gain fame and wealth. In a way, Sally has succeeded this plan. 

Sally has the following comments about the success she gained by serving in the Minutemen: “[...]and as what I 

achieved it with... I’m sitting on it!” (Moore & Gibbons 2014, pp. 291). The novel relies heavily on certain 

characteristics of the superhero genre and adds a layer of irony to it. It is to be expected in a male dominated 

comic book world that female superheroes are sexualized. Sally Jupiter answers this stereotype with the added 

element that she is aware of her objectification and uses it to her advantage (Chys, 2018). She used her sexuality 

to broker new relationships. However, she faces a sexist attitude from her colleagues as she is treated with 

misogyny and violence. It can also be added that this lack of respect seems to go beyond the Minutemen as 

Rorschach has a low opinion of Sally. Sally is never a source of power, nor does she hold power over the other 

character. She barely is the agent of her own actions, as she blames herself for the attempted rape and later has 

consensual sex with the Comedian (Chys, 2018). In all three centrality measures, the Comedian scores above 

Sally. It is not unthinkable that Sally was taken advantage of by the Comedian, as he still holds dominance over 

her. This is furthermore proven by Bonacich power measurement10 where the Comedian dominates over Sally 

(5589.952 to 5058.852 respectively; see Appendix 5). This is can be found in real life situation where women’s 

accusations fall on deaf ears, because the perpetrator is well connected and enjoys respect in their community. 

The final scene when Sally sheds a tear over the comedian tells the reader that the Comedian still holds power 

over Sally. 

 

Displaying only Laurie Juspeczyk immediate network connections, she is connected with twenty-eight other 

nodes. Five of these connections are female. Out of these five, only one edge indicates an interaction (see Figure 

12). That means that approximately 89.29% of Laurie’s connections are male. Watchmen fails to represent Laurie 

as a believable woman as she almost never has encounters with other female characters11. Moreover, she is at 

high risk to be categorized as a “token” female isolated near the center of the network that serves as a prop for 

a central male character’s self-actualization. 

 
10 Bonacich (1991) proposes a modification on degree centrality that now is accepted as superior to the original. While the original 
degree centrality approach states that actors with more connections are generally more powerful, Bonacich (1991) argues that power 
can be measured by the number of connections an actor has in its network, but also how many connections the actors in the 
neighborhood have. This however complicates the algorithm as each actor’s centrality and power depends on each other. Bonacich 
(1991) solves this problem by starting with an estimated centrality equal to their own degree and adding a weighted function of the 
degrees of the actors whom they are connected to. Repeating this equation numerous times will eventually converge into one 
singular answer. The scores can then be re-expressed by scaling by constants (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). 
11 Based on the sex ratio of North-America in the 1980s (Guttentag & Secord, 1983) 
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Figure 12: Laurie's character network 

For a fictional work to have a successful representation of female characters they must pass the Bechdel test. 

The proposed alternative of the Bechdel test demands for two central female characters to have an interaction. 

The answer whether Watchmen passes the test depends on how one views Sally’s position in the network. 

According to Sally’s closeness centrality, Sally should not be considered a central character. Furthermore, her 

power and agency are contested by the large gap between Sally’s score and the top five characters’ centrality. 

This leads to believe that Sally is not a central character. This correlates to the earlier findings of Chys (2018) 

where Sally’s agency was disputed. In Chys (2018), Laurie’s agency was also contested. Laurie struggles to gain 

independence throughout the novel. In one of the final scenes, it seems as if Laurie has become a more 

independent individual at last. When Dan brings up the idea of beginning a family together, she answers 

“Children? Forget it. Not yet. You were talking about adventuring and I’m not staying home changing diapers.” 

(Moore & Gibbons 2014, pp. 412). Donovan and Richardson (2009) explain Laurie’s problem to define herself with 

the help of existential feminism. Women struggle against the apparent disadvantages from the female body, 

because the oppressive society renders the female body negative (Chys, 2018). The transformation at the end, 

when she takes on a new name and changes her appearance, is necessary for her to encompass more of the 

existential feminist ideal as her own choices make her more comfortable with who she is as a person (Chys, 

2018). Donovan and Richardson (2009:182) see this transformation as independence at last. Similar findings can 
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be found in the social network metrics. Laurie’s betweenness centrality shows that Laurie has potential to have 

independence and agency, but she mostly got stuck in these in-between places. Eventually she gains 

independency from her mother and Dr. Manhattan. Moreover, she has more prominence than Dan Dreiberg in the 

network as she has more incoming edges than Dan, but she is not as active in spreading information and to 

influence the network as her male counterparts. Outdegree centrality is controlled by the actor. Laurie chooses 

to pursue only certain connections, one of which is Dan Dreiberg. In the final scenes, Laurie ties herself even 

further to Dan, by taking the name of his hero. Keating (2012) comments about this scene that the portrayal of 

the couple as very average heterosexual, middle-aged blondes so shortly after the explosion in New York 

emphasizes the aspects of the world that have stayed and the scene reveals a conservative, heterosexual 

framework. Laurie remains restricted in her network and remains dependent on her male counterparts as the 

protagonist (out of the five) with the least amount of agency in the network.  
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Conclusion 
 
The goal of this thesis was to see if the Bechdel test can be used as a reliable tool to measure female 

representation in a comic when the Bechdel tool is adapted to include social network metrics. This was done by 

looking beyond the criteria of the Bechdel test. For a fictional work to pass the Bechdel test, two identifiable 

female characters should have a conversation about something that is not related to a man. The first chapter 

explores female representation in comics and the need for such a test, while also highlighting some criticism on 

the Bechdel test. Nonetheless these criticisms, the easy to apply nature of the test makes it popular for 

vernacular criticism. Furthermore, the test provides an unambiguous answer that does not rely on interpretation. 

Rughinis, Rughini and Humâ (2016) question the test as the test is not able to indicate what it researches. Users 

of the test are unable to answer why the Bechdel test demands for two women talking to each other about 

something that is not related to a man. Recently, more academics have shown interest in the mechanics of the 

Bechdel testn especially in the field of computation social network theory. Selisker (2015) indicates that the 

criteria of the Bechdel test can generate a character network for a text. According to him, the Bechdel test tells 

something about the agency of female characters in a network.  

 

In chapter two, agency is further explored in the realms of social network theory. Latour refers to nodes and 

edges as mediators and intermediators and compares them with active and passive actants. Woloch (2009) goes 

even further in The One versus The Many and states that flat characters and non-central network positions are 

related. The difference in quantity of connections can tend to signal a qualitative difference in the function of 

the character in the text. It is possible to identify the periphery, the intermediary position, and even a position 

of total isolation near the center of a character network as trouble spots, and often as the positions of flat or 

intermediary characters. The Bechdel test wants to avoid female characters in the periphery of the network. 

Characters’ position in a network tell something about the power and influence a character has. Network 

centrality would be a useful criterion to add to the Bechdel test, as it determines whether the women in 

Watchmen serve as actants or mediators. Furthermore, centrality can be used to visualize the power and 

influence characters have over their network. Chapter two concludes with a proposed alternative on the Bechdel 

test: a fictional work should have at least two female characters who have an interaction and are both in a 

central position in their network. This modification also helps to eliminate some of the earlier mentioned 

critiques, while keeping the objectiveness of test. This modified version is put to the test by designing a character 

network for Watchmen.  
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Chapter three explores the case of Watchmen by demonstrating the importance of the work in its context. Key 

observations on female representation in Watchmen show a nuanced image of the story. While the story can be 

applauded for its inclusion of queer female characters and progressive ideas, there are a comparatively smaller 

number of female characters. Moreover, the two most important female character in the novel -Laurie Juspeczyk 

and Sally Jupiter- lack agency and never gain independence from their male counterparts. A strategy was 

developed to adapt the Watchmen story to a character network. A thorough panel by panel analysis, was 

necessary to not miss any character in the story. This analysis proved fruitful as it contrasted Marshall’s (2016) 

earlier findings that Watchmen does not pass the original Bechdel test. A first character matrix was created as 

a guidance tool to distinguish the types of connections the characters in Watchmen have. The matrix was then 

simplified into a new matrix in order to make computational analysis possible. Social events that took place over 

the course of the novel were transformed into a binary code. Where two characters meet in the matrix, a one 

would be annotated to the corresponding cell if a social event took place between these characters. When no 

social event occurs between two characters, the corresponding cell is filled with a zero.  

 

Characters’ centrality was measured by using the analysis software UCINET. Characters with the highest scoring 

centrality were ranked in a top ten for degree centrality, closeness and betweenness. This was inspired by the 

strategy of Agarwal et al. (2015) on automating the Bechdel test. Laurie Jupeczyk and Sally Jupiter both could 

be considered as central characters, based on their scores; Laurie consistently had a high enough centrality score 

to be placed in the top five. Sally Jupiter ranked in the top ten highest centrality scores for both degree centrality 

and betweenness. Although Watchmen has two female characters that have high enough centrality scores to be 

placed in the top ten, it is disputed whether Watchmen passed the Bechdel test. Firstly, Sally is at a further 

distance from the other protagonists, as her closeness centrality score is not high enough to rank in the top ten 

characters. Moreover, the network centrality metrics show a more unequal distribution of degree centrality and 

betweenness. There is quite a large gap between the scores of Sally and the top five. Sally has prominence in the 

network but is not as able to influence the network. Observations of Chys (2018) show that Sally is never a source 

of power, nor does she hold power over the other character. Sally uses her sexuality to broker new relationships. 

While Sally is proud of her connections, she faces a sexist attitude from her colleagues as she is treated with 

misogyny and violence. Finally, looking at Laurie’s immediate network, Watchmen fails to present a realistic and 

believable portrayal of a women. Laurie is placed in the dreaded isolated place near the center that often serves 

as a prop for a central male character’s self-actualization. Laurie’s position in the network show that she has 
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potential to hold power over the network. Keating (2012) came to the same conclusion that Laurie holds power 

over certain characters, but the power is not performed, and she turns her back on them. Laurie has prominence 

in the network, but she chooses to tie herself to male characters. This is reflected by Laurie’s indegree centrality 

which gives her advantage in the network over characters like Dan Dreiberg. However, her outdegree centrality 

show that she is less able to influence the network. This aligns with the findings of Chys (2018). 

 

Because this was a first exploration of the use of social network analysis on character networks in Watchmen, 

this thesis only included metrics for degree centrality, closeness centrality and betweenness. Further research 

could include many more social network analysis metrics such as eigenvector centrality, Hubbel, Katz or Taylor 

measurements, and flow betweenness. Moreover, as some relations in Watchmen are more valued, using 

weighted edges could lead to interesting insights. Furthermore, the claim that the plot is advanced through 

sexual acts could be further analyzed by making a character network based on sexual relations. Due to the scope 

of this thesis, there were no separate character network for observations and interaction.  

 

Lastly, the proposed alternative of the Bechdel test proved to be successful as similar outcomes were generated 

for the character network of Watchmen as those realized in Chys (2018). However, on a meta scope, it should be 

noted that prior investigation in the female portrayal of characters in Watchmen might have created a more 

subjective outlook on the positions of female characters in this network. Nonetheless, the placement of 

character’s centrality in top ten scores endeavor an objective placement of female characters in the network. 

Still, the placement of characters centrality allowed some room for interpretation, as there was no comparative 

framework. A similar network, with a confirmed well representation of female characters, could have guided 

these interpretations. 

 
This thesis tried to shed light on the inner workings of the Bechdel test. It is almost certain that comics will be 

around for the years to come. However, comics will need to adapt their portrayal of female characters, as our 

society keeps evolving. Researches like these are necessary to continue the ongoing conversation about female 

representation in mainstream comics, and for that matter al fictional works. Our current society is one that is 

more concerned with the integration of minority characters. These minorities therefore need to be well 

represented in fictional works. Progress is stimulated by the critiques given to these fictional works. 

Nonetheless, there is also a need for reliable tests that guide the criticism on minorities inclusion. 
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Appendix 
 

1. List of character nodes 
 

1 Rorschach 
2 Butcher 
3 Detective Joe 
4 Steven Fine 
5 The Comedian 
6 The Guy in the elevator 
7 Knot top gang member Derf 
8 Hollis T Mason (Nite Owl I) 
9 Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II) 

10 Screaming Skull 
11 The kid at the newsstand (Bernie) 
12 The Newsvendor Bernard 
13 Happy Harry 
14 Steve 
15 Man in the bar 
16 Bald man in the bar 
17 Ozymandias 
18 Dr. Manhattan 
19 Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre II) 
20 Sally Jupiter (Silk Spectre I) 
21 Hooded Justice 
22 Byron Lewis/Mothman 
23 Ursula Zandt/The Silhoutte 
24 Nelson Gardner/Captain Metropolis 
25 Dollar Bill 
26 Moloch 
27 Janey Slater 
28 Nova Express/ Doug Roth 
29 Joey/Josephine 
30 Guardian Knot Lockmaker 
31 Receptionist abc 
32 Showrunner abc 
33 Mr. Forbes 
34 Benny Anger/ News Anchor 
35 Knot Tops 
36 Tina Price 
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37 Jim Weiss 
38 Twilight Lady 
39 Security guard/ soldier painting  
40 US Army cleaners 
41 Chuck 
42 General 
43 Counselmen 
44 Laurence Schexnayder 
45 Mr. Osterman 
46 Professor Glass 
47 Wally Weavers 
48 Carnival man 
49 Fat man 
50 Janey's mother 
51 Two men in the bathroom 
52 kitchen staff 
53 Security guards at the lab 
54 publicist for Dr. Manhattan 
55 unnamed criminal 
56 John Kennedy 
57 President Nixon 
58 Vietnamese woman 
59 Vietnam soldiers 
60 Bubastis 
61 Ozymandias' servant 
62 angry man in the crowd 
63 Iranian hostages 
64 Victim of Rorschach with "never" on his chest 
65 Rockerfeller soldier 
66 weeping child at carnival 
67 mother of weeping child at carnival 
68 officer capaldi 
69 Mrs. Hirsch 
70 delivery guy 
71 Dolores Shairp 
72 Dolores Shairp children 
73 Veidt's female assistant 
74 Veidt's attacker/Roy Victor Chess 
75 Veidt's security guards 
76 Unnamed mugger 
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77 Unnamed female victim 
78 Police officers 
79 Dr. Malcolm Long 
80 Sylvia Kovacs 
81 Sylvia Kovacs' customer 
82 Prison guards 
83 Prisoners 
84 Rorschach's Bully's 
85 Store clerck 
86 Gloria Long 
87 Rorschach's boss in garment industry 
88 Kitty Genovese 
89 Black prison inmate 
90 deputy warden 
91 prisoner workin in cafetaria 
92 Two unnamed criminals bound to fire hydrant 
93 unnamed street gang 
94 unnamed criminal with bandana 
95 Blaire Roche 
96 Father of Blaire Roche 
97 14 people attacked by Rorschach for information 
98 Informant for Rorschach for the murder 
99 Gerald Grice 

100 Randy 
101 Diana 
102 Peter Kovacs 
103 Hector Godfrey/ New Frontiersman 
104 Seymour 
105 Interviewer of dr. Lang 
106 Max Shea 
107 Dr. Ed Corey 
108 Pae Horse's Red D'eath 
109 Burning appartment people 
110 Burning appartment rude man 
111 Manicurist 
112 Big figure 
113 Lawrence 
114 Michael 
115 Hira Manish 
116 Aline 
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117 Kid with ghost costume 
118 Bernstein 
119 Grey haired men from Nixon administration 
120 Mr. Claude Boke 
121 Edmund Taylor 
122 Probe interviewer 
123 Defcon 2 agents 
124 Helicopter Pilot defcon 
125 Henry Kissinger 
126 G.Gordon Liddy 
127 Veidt Pilot 
128 Veidt asian servants 
129 Freight handler in bar 
130 Dr. Whittaker Furnesse  
131 black postman 
132 Black street vendor 
133 Colleague of Joey 1 
134 Colleague of Joey 2 
135 Robert Deschaines 
136 The tales of the black freighter 

 
2. Degree centrality 

 
FREEMAN DEGREE CENTRALITY 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
Treat data as:                          Auto-detect 
Output raw totals:                      YES 
Output averages (normalized):           YES 
Allow edge weights:                     YES 
Weighted normalization:                 YES 
Exclude diagonal:                       YES 
 
Network Matrix Int+Obs is directed? YES 
 
Degree Measures 
 
                                      1      2      3      4  
                                 Outdeg  Indeg nOutde nIndeg  
                                                    g         
                                 ------ ------ ------ ------  
    1                 Rorschach  54.000 48.000  0.400  0.356  
    2                   Butcher   1.000  0.000  0.007  0.000  
    3             Detective Joe  11.000  8.000  0.081  0.059  
    4               Steven Fine  12.000 10.000  0.089  0.074  
    5              The Comedian  21.000 22.000  0.156  0.163  
    6   The Guy in the elevator   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
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    7 Knot top gang member Derf   6.000  5.000  0.044  0.037  
    8  Hollis T Mason (Nite Owl  16.000 10.000  0.119  0.074  
    9 Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II  26.000 18.000  0.193  0.133  
   10           Screaming Skull   0.000  1.000  0.000  0.007  
   11  The kid at the newsstand   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   12    The Newsvendor Bernard  15.000 11.000  0.111  0.081  
   13               Happy Harry   6.000  6.000  0.044  0.044  
   14                     Steve   3.000  4.000  0.022  0.030  
   15            Man in the bar   5.000  4.000  0.037  0.030  
   16       Bald man in the bar   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
   17                Ozymandias  32.000 23.000  0.237  0.170  
   18             Dr. Manhattan  37.000 38.000  0.274  0.281  
   19 Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Sp  23.000 22.000  0.170  0.163  
   20 Sally Jupiter (Silk Spect  15.000 17.000  0.111  0.126  
   21            Hooded Justice   7.000 11.000  0.052  0.081  
   22       Byron Lewis/Mothman   8.000 12.000  0.059  0.089  
   23 Ursula Zandt/The Silhoutt   7.000 10.000  0.052  0.074  
   24 Nelson Gardner/Captain Me  11.000 13.000  0.081  0.096  
   25               Dollar Bill   7.000 10.000  0.052  0.074  
   26                    Moloch   4.000 11.000  0.030  0.081  
   27              Janey Slater   8.000 13.000  0.059  0.096  
   28   Nova Express/ Doug Roth  14.000  8.000  0.104  0.059  
   29            Joey/Josephine   9.000  9.000  0.067  0.067  
   30   Guardian Knot Lockmaker   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   31          Receptionist abc   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
   32            Showrunner abc   5.000  4.000  0.037  0.030  
   33                Mr. Forbes   8.000  5.000  0.059  0.037  
   34  Benny Anger/ News Anchor  13.000  6.000  0.096  0.044  
   35                 Knot Tops   8.000  8.000  0.059  0.059  
   36                Tina Price   3.000  4.000  0.022  0.030  
   37                 Jim Weiss   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
   38             Twilight Lady   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   39 Security guard/ soldier p   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
   40          US Army cleaners   3.000  2.000  0.022  0.015  
   41                     Chuck   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   42                   General   5.000  4.000  0.037  0.030  
   43                Counselmen   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
   44      Laurence Schexnayder   7.000 10.000  0.052  0.074  
   45              Mr. Osterman   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   46           Professor Glass   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
   47             Wally Weavers   5.000  5.000  0.037  0.037  
   48              Carnival man   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   49                   Fat man   0.000  2.000  0.000  0.015  
   50            Janey's mother   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   51   Two men in the bathroom   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   52             kitchen staff   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   53 Security guards at the la   1.000  0.000  0.007  0.000  
   54 publicist for Dr. Manhatt   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   55          unnamed criminal   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   56              John Kennedy   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   57           President Nixon   8.000 14.000  0.059  0.104  
   58          Vietnamese woman   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   59          Vietnam soldiers   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   60                  Bubastis   4.000  5.000  0.030  0.037  
   61       Ozymandias' servant   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
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   62    angry man in the crowd   2.000  4.000  0.015  0.030  
   63          Iranian hostages   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   64  Victim of Rorschach with   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   65      Rockerfeller soldier   4.000  1.000  0.030  0.007  
   66 weeping child at carnival   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   67 mother of weeping child a   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   68           officer capaldi   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
   69               Mrs. Hirsch   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
   70              delivery guy   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
   71            Dolores Shairp   3.000  2.000  0.022  0.015  
   72   Dolores Shairp children   2.000  3.000  0.015  0.022  
   73  Veidt's female assistant   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   74 Veidt's attacker/Roy Vict   2.000  3.000  0.015  0.022  
   75   Veidt's security guards   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
   76            Unnamed mugger   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   77     Unnamed female victim   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
   78           Police officers   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
   79          Dr. Malcolm Long   9.000  8.000  0.067  0.059  
   80             Sylvia Kovacs   3.000  4.000  0.022  0.030  
   81   Sylvia Kovacs' customer   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   82             Prison guards   5.000  6.000  0.037  0.044  
   83                 Prisoners   1.000  9.000  0.007  0.067  
   84       Rorschach's Bully's   1.000  2.000  0.007  0.015  
   85              Store clerck   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
   86               Gloria Long   4.000  4.000  0.030  0.030  
   87 Rorschach's boss in garme   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   88            Kitty Genovese   0.000  1.000  0.000  0.007  
   89       Black prison inmate   2.000  4.000  0.015  0.030  
   90             deputy warden   4.000  4.000  0.030  0.030  
   91 prisoner workin in cafeta   4.000  2.000  0.030  0.015  
   92 Two unnamed criminals bou   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   93       unnamed street gang   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   94 unnamed criminal with ban   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   95              Blaire Roche   2.000  4.000  0.015  0.030  
   96    Father of Blaire Roche   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
   97 14 people attacked by Ror   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
   98 Informant for Rorschach f   3.000  1.000  0.022  0.007  
   99              Gerald Grice   2.000  3.000  0.015  0.022  
  100                     Randy   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
  101                     Diana   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
  102              Peter Kovacs   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
  103 Hector Godfrey/ New Front   1.000  3.000  0.007  0.022  
  104                   Seymour   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
  105   Interviewer of dr. Lang   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
  106                  Max Shea   2.000  4.000  0.015  0.030  
  107              Dr. Ed Corey   0.000  2.000  0.000  0.015  
  108    Pae Horse's Red D'eath   1.000  4.000  0.007  0.030  
  109 Burning appartment people   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
  110 Burning appartment rude m   2.000  3.000  0.015  0.022  
  111                Manicurist   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
  112                Big figure   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
  113                  Lawrence   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
  114                   Michael   4.000  3.000  0.030  0.022  
  115               Hira Manish   3.000  2.000  0.022  0.015  
  116                     Aline   3.000  7.000  0.022  0.052  
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  117    Kid with ghost costume   1.000  0.000  0.007  0.000  
  118                 Bernstein   0.000  3.000  0.000  0.022  
  119 Grey haired men from Nixo   3.000  1.000  0.022  0.007  
  120           Mr. Claude Boke   0.000  1.000  0.000  0.007  
  121             Edmund Taylor   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
  122         Probe interviewer   4.000  1.000  0.030  0.007  
  123           Defcon 2 agents   2.000  5.000  0.015  0.037  
  124   Helicopter Pilot defcon   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
  125           Henry Kissinger   5.000  2.000  0.037  0.015  
  126            G.Gordon Liddy   3.000  2.000  0.022  0.015  
  127               Veidt Pilot   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
  128      Veidt asian servants   1.000  1.000  0.007  0.007  
  129    Freight handler in bar   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
  130    Dr. Whittaker Furnesse   3.000  3.000  0.022  0.022  
  131             black postman   2.000  2.000  0.015  0.015  
  132       Black street vendor   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
  133       Colleague of Joey 1   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
  134       Colleague of Joey 2   2.000  1.000  0.015  0.007  
  135         Robert Deschaines   0.000  1.000  0.000  0.007  
  136 The tales of the black fr   0.000  1.000  0.000  0.007  
 
 
136 rows, 4 columns, 1 levels. 
 
 
Graph Centralization -- as proportion, not percentage 
 
                           1      2  
                      Out-Ce In-Cen  
                      ntrali traliz  
                      zation  ation  
                      ------ ------  
     1 Matrix Int+Obs 0.3680 0.3232  
 
1 rows, 2 columns, 1 levels. 
 
 
-------------------------------------- 
Running time: 00:00:01 seconds. 
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3. Closeness centrality 
 
CLOSENESS CENTRALITY MEASURES 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
(Freeman) Set undefined distances to:   Max observed distance plus 1 
(Freeman) Output options:               Divide totals into N-1 (Freeman 
normalization) 
(Valente-Forman) Handle undefined distances:Set reverse distance to 
zero 
(Valente-Forman) Output options:        Divide averages by diameter 
(Reciprocal) Handle undefined distances:Set reciprocal distance to zero 
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(Reciprocal) Output options:            Averages 
 
 
 
                                     1     2     3     4     5     6  
                                 OutCl InClo OutVa InVal OutRe InRec  
                                   ose    se  lClo   Clo cipCl ipClo  
                                                             o        
                                 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----  
    1                 Rorschach  0.551 0.475 0.973 0.921 0.673 0.626  
    2                   Butcher  0.364 0.143 0.973 0.000 0.392 0.000  
    3             Detective Joe  0.401 0.355 0.968 0.916 0.455 0.412  
    4               Steven Fine  0.422 0.377 0.969 0.917 0.477 0.444  
    5              The Comedian  0.466 0.433 0.970 0.920 0.535 0.527  
    6   The Guy in the elevator  0.300 0.281 0.962 0.910 0.320 0.300  
    7 Knot top gang member Derf  0.373 0.353 0.966 0.916 0.413 0.402  
    8  Hollis T Mason (Nite Owl  0.409 0.404 0.968 0.918 0.478 0.470  
    9 Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II  0.472 0.422 0.971 0.919 0.554 0.507  
   10           Screaming Skull  0.143 0.298 0.000 0.919 0.000 0.314  
   11  The kid at the newsstand  0.315 0.274 0.963 0.910 0.336 0.295  
   12    The Newsvendor Bernard  0.452 0.359 0.970 0.916 0.510 0.426  
   13               Happy Harry  0.372 0.348 0.966 0.915 0.417 0.398  
   14                     Steve  0.361 0.334 0.966 0.915 0.396 0.377  
   15            Man in the bar  0.369 0.342 0.966 0.915 0.410 0.386  
   16       Bald man in the bar  0.362 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.399 0.373  
   17                Ozymandias  0.502 0.431 0.971 0.919 0.588 0.528  
   18             Dr. Manhattan  0.504 0.461 0.972 0.921 0.602 0.590  
   19 Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Sp  0.470 0.427 0.970 0.919 0.545 0.522  
   20 Sally Jupiter (Silk Spect  0.387 0.415 0.967 0.919 0.454 0.499  
   21            Hooded Justice  0.331 0.388 0.964 0.918 0.370 0.456  
   22       Byron Lewis/Mothman  0.347 0.405 0.965 0.918 0.392 0.477  
   23 Ursula Zandt/The Silhoutt  0.331 0.374 0.964 0.917 0.370 0.439  
   24 Nelson Gardner/Captain Me  0.438 0.408 0.969 0.919 0.490 0.481  
   25               Dollar Bill  0.331 0.374 0.964 0.917 0.370 0.439  
   26                    Moloch  0.413 0.405 0.968 0.918 0.450 0.474  
   27              Janey Slater  0.373 0.409 0.966 0.919 0.417 0.483  
   28   Nova Express/ Doug Roth  0.435 0.353 0.969 0.916 0.493 0.408  
   29            Joey/Josephine  0.357 0.336 0.966 0.915 0.405 0.390  
   30   Guardian Knot Lockmaker  0.324 0.313 0.963 0.913 0.346 0.338  
   31          Receptionist abc  0.340 0.326 0.964 0.914 0.371 0.361  
   32            Showrunner abc  0.352 0.328 0.965 0.914 0.389 0.366  
   33                Mr. Forbes  0.372 0.328 0.966 0.914 0.419 0.370  
   34  Benny Anger/ News Anchor  0.438 0.342 0.969 0.915 0.496 0.390  
   35                 Knot Tops  0.387 0.368 0.967 0.917 0.433 0.428  
   36                Tina Price  0.353 0.328 0.965 0.914 0.382 0.366  
   37                 Jim Weiss  0.353 0.327 0.965 0.914 0.382 0.362  
   38             Twilight Lady  0.324 0.317 0.963 0.913 0.346 0.346  
   39 Security guard/ soldier p  0.364 0.336 0.966 0.915 0.398 0.374  
   40          US Army cleaners  0.345 0.314 0.965 0.913 0.374 0.340  
   41                     Chuck  0.314 0.270 0.963 0.909 0.331 0.287  
   42                   General  0.280 0.273 0.960 0.910 0.313 0.301  
   43                Counselmen  0.269 0.272 0.959 0.910 0.298 0.297  
   44      Laurence Schexnayder  0.333 0.330 0.964 0.914 0.373 0.386  
   45              Mr. Osterman  0.338 0.324 0.964 0.914 0.363 0.352  
   46           Professor Glass  0.343 0.325 0.965 0.914 0.377 0.360  
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   47             Wally Weavers  0.344 0.339 0.965 0.915 0.380 0.384  
   48              Carnival man  0.339 0.325 0.964 0.914 0.367 0.356  
   49                   Fat man  0.143 0.328 0.000 0.921 0.000 0.360  
   50            Janey's mother  0.339 0.325 0.964 0.914 0.367 0.356  
   51   Two men in the bathroom  0.339 0.259 0.964 0.908 0.364 0.270  
   52             kitchen staff  0.339 0.260 0.964 0.908 0.364 0.274  
   53 Security guards at the la  0.343 0.143 0.972 0.000 0.367 0.000  
   54 publicist for Dr. Manhatt  0.338 0.324 0.964 0.914 0.363 0.352  
   55          unnamed criminal  0.338 0.324 0.964 0.914 0.363 0.352  
   56              John Kennedy  0.344 0.334 0.965 0.915 0.373 0.369  
   57           President Nixon  0.358 0.361 0.966 0.916 0.406 0.436  
   58          Vietnamese woman  0.344 0.334 0.965 0.915 0.373 0.369  
   59          Vietnam soldiers  0.344 0.334 0.965 0.915 0.373 0.369  
   60                  Bubastis  0.421 0.380 0.969 0.917 0.456 0.434  
   61       Ozymandias' servant  0.338 0.309 0.964 0.913 0.363 0.331  
   62    angry man in the crowd  0.355 0.348 0.965 0.915 0.385 0.392  
   63          Iranian hostages  0.321 0.334 0.963 0.915 0.340 0.369  
   64  Victim of Rorschach with  0.359 0.365 0.966 0.916 0.388 0.408  
   65      Rockerfeller soldier  0.366 0.218 0.966 0.903 0.403 0.225  
   66 weeping child at carnival  0.144 0.333 0.007 0.929 0.007 0.364  
   67 mother of weeping child a  0.144 0.333 0.007 0.929 0.007 0.364  
   68           officer capaldi  0.301 0.281 0.962 0.910 0.324 0.304  
   69               Mrs. Hirsch  0.301 0.281 0.962 0.910 0.324 0.304  
   70              delivery guy  0.333 0.270 0.964 0.909 0.353 0.287  
   71            Dolores Shairp  0.362 0.332 0.966 0.914 0.397 0.368  
   72   Dolores Shairp children  0.361 0.336 0.966 0.915 0.393 0.377  
   73  Veidt's female assistant  0.338 0.310 0.964 0.913 0.363 0.335  
   74 Veidt's attacker/Roy Vict  0.338 0.310 0.964 0.913 0.363 0.338  
   75   Veidt's security guards  0.338 0.309 0.964 0.913 0.363 0.331  
   76            Unnamed mugger  0.361 0.332 0.966 0.914 0.393 0.368  
   77     Unnamed female victim  0.361 0.254 0.966 0.908 0.393 0.263  
   78           Police officers  0.369 0.338 0.966 0.915 0.407 0.378  
   79          Dr. Malcolm Long  0.384 0.354 0.967 0.916 0.436 0.413  
   80             Sylvia Kovacs  0.362 0.337 0.966 0.915 0.397 0.380  
   81   Sylvia Kovacs' customer  0.361 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.393 0.369  
   82             Prison guards  0.363 0.359 0.966 0.916 0.403 0.412  
   83                 Prisoners  0.359 0.360 0.966 0.916 0.388 0.420  
   84       Rorschach's Bully's  0.359 0.332 0.966 0.914 0.388 0.368  
   85              Store clerck  0.360 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.392 0.364  
   86               Gloria Long  0.375 0.276 0.967 0.910 0.413 0.306  
   87 Rorschach's boss in garme  0.359 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.388 0.364  
   88            Kitty Genovese  0.143 0.335 0.000 0.922 0.000 0.368  
   89       Black prison inmate  0.360 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.392 0.375  
   90             deputy warden  0.367 0.355 0.966 0.916 0.405 0.402  
   91 prisoner workin in cafeta  0.362 0.332 0.966 0.914 0.399 0.368  
   92 Two unnamed criminals bou  0.359 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.388 0.364  
   93       unnamed street gang  0.366 0.340 0.966 0.915 0.399 0.378  
   94 unnamed criminal with ban  0.359 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.388 0.364  
   95              Blaire Roche  0.268 0.334 0.959 0.915 0.284 0.377  
   96    Father of Blaire Roche  0.360 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.392 0.369  
   97 14 people attacked by Ror  0.359 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.388 0.364  
   98 Informant for Rorschach f  0.361 0.331 0.966 0.914 0.396 0.364  
   99              Gerald Grice  0.360 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.392 0.373  
  100                     Randy  0.281 0.269 0.960 0.909 0.304 0.290  
  101                     Diana  0.281 0.269 0.960 0.909 0.304 0.290  
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  102              Peter Kovacs  0.268 0.257 0.959 0.908 0.281 0.268  
  103 Hector Godfrey/ New Front  0.360 0.288 0.966 0.911 0.389 0.312  
  104                   Seymour  0.268 0.261 0.959 0.908 0.280 0.271  
  105   Interviewer of dr. Lang  0.365 0.293 0.966 0.911 0.398 0.314  
  106                  Max Shea  0.338 0.313 0.964 0.913 0.363 0.346  
  107              Dr. Ed Corey  0.143 0.315 0.000 0.920 0.000 0.342  
  108    Pae Horse's Red D'eath  0.308 0.308 0.962 0.913 0.325 0.339  
  109 Burning appartment people  0.332 0.318 0.964 0.913 0.362 0.349  
  110 Burning appartment rude m  0.324 0.318 0.963 0.913 0.347 0.349  
  111                Manicurist  0.281 0.301 0.960 0.912 0.302 0.320  
  112                Big figure  0.362 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.399 0.372  
  113                  Lawrence  0.362 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.399 0.372  
  114                   Michael  0.362 0.333 0.966 0.914 0.399 0.372  
  115               Hira Manish  0.339 0.310 0.964 0.913 0.367 0.335  
  116                     Aline  0.330 0.297 0.964 0.912 0.356 0.340  
  117    Kid with ghost costume  0.296 0.143 0.968 0.000 0.317 0.000  
  118                 Bernstein  0.143 0.323 0.000 0.921 0.000 0.355  
  119 Grey haired men from Nixo  0.328 0.310 0.964 0.913 0.355 0.331  
  120           Mr. Claude Boke  0.143 0.304 0.000 0.919 0.000 0.323  
  121             Edmund Taylor  0.282 0.301 0.960 0.912 0.306 0.320  
  122         Probe interviewer  0.347 0.301 0.965 0.912 0.380 0.320  
  123           Defcon 2 agents  0.267 0.273 0.959 0.910 0.287 0.304  
  124   Helicopter Pilot defcon  0.267 0.219 0.959 0.903 0.287 0.231  
  125           Henry Kissinger  0.270 0.272 0.959 0.909 0.302 0.293  
  126            G.Gordon Liddy  0.267 0.272 0.959 0.909 0.291 0.293  
  127               Veidt Pilot  0.338 0.309 0.964 0.913 0.360 0.331  
  128      Veidt asian servants  0.338 0.309 0.964 0.913 0.360 0.331  
  129    Freight handler in bar  0.392 0.349 0.967 0.915 0.427 0.393  
  130    Dr. Whittaker Furnesse  0.339 0.310 0.964 0.913 0.367 0.338  
  131             black postman  0.317 0.341 0.963 0.915 0.338 0.380  
  132       Black street vendor  0.268 0.268 0.959 0.909 0.289 0.284  
  133       Colleague of Joey 1  0.267 0.257 0.959 0.908 0.287 0.270  
  134       Colleague of Joey 2  0.267 0.257 0.959 0.908 0.287 0.270  
  135         Robert Deschaines  0.143 0.313 0.000 0.920 0.000 0.335  
  136 The tales of the black fr  0.143 0.221 0.000 0.910 0.000 0.227  
 
 
136 rows, 6 columns, 1 levels. 
 
 
-------------------------------------- 
Running time: 00:00:01 seconds. 
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4. Betweenness centrality 
                                                     1            2 
                                                         Betweenness nBetweenness 
                                                        ------------ ------------ 
    1                                        Rorschach      7945.577       43.922 
   18                                    Dr. Manhattan      4624.973       25.566 
   17                                       Ozymandias      2924.948       16.169 
    5                                     The Comedian      1590.164        8.790 
   19               Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre II)      1547.614        8.555 
   57                                  President Nixon      1530.373        8.460 
   12                           The Newsvendor Bernard      1339.159        7.403 
    9                       Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II)      1162.646        6.427 
   20                   Sally Jupiter (Silk Spectre I)       834.207        4.611 
   79                                 Dr. Malcolm Long       655.207        3.622 
    4                                      Steven Fine       651.538        3.602 
   29                                   Joey/Josephine       640.414        3.540 
   34                         Benny Anger/ News Anchor       480.229        2.655 
   28                          Nova Express/ Doug Roth       425.904        2.354 
    8                      Hollis T Mason (Nite Owl I)       387.528        2.142 
    3                                    Detective Joe       377.578        2.087 
   27                                     Janey Slater       270.966        1.498 
   80                                    Sylvia Kovacs       256.292        1.417 
   24                Nelson Gardner/Captain Metropolis       237.256        1.312 
   47                                    Wally Weavers       207.528        1.147 
    7                        Knot top gang member Derf       176.542        0.976 
   42                                          General       149.725        0.828 
   35                                        Knot Tops       140.788        0.778 
   86                                      Gloria Long       131.717        0.728 
  103                 Hector Godfrey/ New Frontiersman       131.000        0.724 
   11                The kid at the newsstand (Bernie)       125.000        0.691 
  131                                    black postman       124.943        0.691 
   76                                   Unnamed mugger       124.000        0.685 
  116                                            Aline       109.669        0.606 
   26                                           Moloch        70.941        0.392 
   99                                     Gerald Grice        65.000        0.359 
   96                           Father of Blaire Roche        65.000        0.359 
   43                                       Counselmen        62.167        0.344 
  123                                  Defcon 2 agents        61.333        0.339 
   71                                   Dolores Shairp        49.131        0.272 
   39                 Security guard/ soldier painting        45.613        0.252 
   46                                  Professor Glass        43.675        0.241 
   33                                       Mr. Forbes        42.077        0.233 
   65                             Rockerfeller soldier        38.763        0.214 
   90                                    deputy warden        38.234        0.211 
   40                                 US Army cleaners        34.427        0.190 
   44                             Laurence Schexnayder        33.878        0.187 
   60                                         Bubastis        31.955        0.177 
   22                              Byron Lewis/Mothman        26.617        0.147 
   13                                      Happy Harry        23.836        0.132 
   82                                    Prison guards        21.420        0.118 
   21                                   Hooded Justice         9.931        0.055 
   25                                      Dollar Bill         8.158        0.045 
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   23                       Ursula Zandt/The Silhoutte         8.158        0.045 
  108                           Pae Horse's Red D'eath         7.747        0.043 
  132                              Black street vendor         7.645        0.042 
   32                                   Showrunner abc         6.360        0.035 
   15                                   Man in the bar         5.568        0.031 
   36                                       Tina Price         3.992        0.022 
  109                        Burning appartment people         2.692        0.015 
  125                                  Henry Kissinger         2.333        0.013 
   30                          Guardian Knot Lockmaker         2.298        0.013 
  104                                          Seymour         1.943        0.011 
   72                          Dolores Shairp children         1.708        0.009 
  106                                         Max Shea         1.583        0.009 
   95                                     Blaire Roche         1.500        0.008 
   14                                            Steve         1.167        0.006 
   37                                        Jim Weiss         0.833        0.005 
  101                                            Diana         0.750        0.004 
  100                                            Randy         0.750        0.004 
   74                Veidt's attacker/Roy Victor Chess         0.500        0.003 
  130                           Dr. Whittaker Furnesse         0.500        0.003 
   89                              Black prison inmate         0.333        0.002 
   53                       Security guards at the lab         0.000        0.000 
   16                              Bald man in the bar         0.000        0.000 
   51                          Two men in the bathroom         0.000        0.000 
    2                                          Butcher         0.000        0.000 
   10                                  Screaming Skull         0.000        0.000 
   58                                 Vietnamese woman         0.000        0.000 
   50                                   Janey's mother         0.000        0.000 
   68                                  officer capaldi         0.000        0.000 
   77                            Unnamed female victim         0.000        0.000 
   78                                  Police officers         0.000        0.000 
   54                      publicist for Dr. Manhattan         0.000        0.000 
   59                                 Vietnam soldiers         0.000        0.000 
   73                         Veidt's female assistant         0.000        0.000 
   49                                          Fat man         0.000        0.000 
   75                          Veidt's security guards         0.000        0.000 
   84                              Rorschach's Bully's         0.000        0.000 
   85                                     Store clerck         0.000        0.000 
   52                                    kitchen staff         0.000        0.000 
   87             Rorschach's boss in garment industry         0.000        0.000 
   88                                   Kitty Genovese         0.000        0.000 
   81                          Sylvia Kovacs' customer         0.000        0.000 
   56                                     John Kennedy         0.000        0.000 
   83                                        Prisoners         0.000        0.000 
   92      Two unnamed criminals bound to fire hydrant         0.000        0.000 
   93                              unnamed street gang         0.000        0.000 
   94                    unnamed criminal with bandana         0.000        0.000 
   61                              Ozymandias' servant         0.000        0.000 
   45                                     Mr. Osterman         0.000        0.000 
   97  14 people attacked by Rorschach for information         0.000        0.000 
   98           Informant for Rorschach for the murder         0.000        0.000 
   31                                 Receptionist abc         0.000        0.000 
   66                        weeping child at carnival         0.000        0.000 
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   67              mother of weeping child at carnival         0.000        0.000 
  102                                     Peter Kovacs         0.000        0.000 
   69                                      Mrs. Hirsch         0.000        0.000 
   70                                     delivery guy         0.000        0.000 
  105                          Interviewer of dr. Lang         0.000        0.000 
   38                                    Twilight Lady         0.000        0.000 
  107                                     Dr. Ed Corey         0.000        0.000 
    6                          The Guy in the elevator         0.000        0.000 
   41                                            Chuck         0.000        0.000 
  110                      Burning appartment rude man         0.000        0.000 
  111                                       Manicurist         0.000        0.000 
  112                                       Big figure         0.000        0.000 
  113                                         Lawrence         0.000        0.000 
  114                                          Michael         0.000        0.000 
  115                                      Hira Manish         0.000        0.000 
   48                                     Carnival man         0.000        0.000 
  117                           Kid with ghost costume         0.000        0.000 
  118                                        Bernstein         0.000        0.000 
  119        Grey haired men from Nixon administration         0.000        0.000 
  120                                  Mr. Claude Boke         0.000        0.000 
  121                                    Edmund Taylor         0.000        0.000 
  122                                Probe interviewer         0.000        0.000 
   55                                 unnamed criminal         0.000        0.000 
  124                          Helicopter Pilot defcon         0.000        0.000 
   91                     prisoner workin in cafetaria         0.000        0.000 
  126                                   G.Gordon Liddy         0.000        0.000 
  127                                      Veidt Pilot         0.000        0.000 
  128                             Veidt asian servants         0.000        0.000 
  129                           Freight handler in bar         0.000        0.000 
   62                           angry man in the crowd         0.000        0.000 
   63                                 Iranian hostages         0.000        0.000 
   64    Victim of Rorschach with "never" on his chest         0.000        0.000 
  133                              Colleague of Joey 1         0.000        0.000 
  134                              Colleague of Joey 2         0.000        0.000 
  135                                Robert Deschaines         0.000        0.000 
  136                 The tales of the black freighter         0.000        0.000 
 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR EACH MEASURE 
 
                            1            2 
                  Betweenness nBetweenness 
                 ------------ ------------ 
    1      Mean       221.574        1.225 
    2   Std Dev       857.147        4.738 
    3       Sum     30134.000      166.578 
    4  Variance    734700.563       22.451 
    5       SSQ 106596176.000     3257.350 
    6     MCSSQ  99919280.000     3053.319 
    7  Euc Norm     10324.542       57.073 
    8   Minimum         0.000        0.000 
    9   Maximum      7945.577       43.922 
   10  N of Obs       136.000      136.000 
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Network Centralization Index = 43.01% 
-------------------------------------- 
Running time: 00:00:01 seconds. 
UCINET 6.682 Copyright (c) 2002-19 Analytic Technologies 
 
 

5. Bonacich power centrality 
 
BETA CENTRALITY / BONACICH POWER 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Beta method:                            Standard (0.995/MaxEigen) 

Beta parameter: :                       0 

Output measures:                        In-beta centrality 

Computational method: :                 Exact (slow for large networks) 

 

WARNING: Not all diagonal values are the same. 

 

Beta value is 0,0833761102293024 

 

Bonacich Power 

 

                                                              1        2  

                                                       Beta Cen Normaliz  

                                                              t ed Beta   

                                                                    Cent  

                                                       -------- --------  

     1                                       Rorschach 6069.356    3.612  

     2                                         Butcher        0        0  

     3                                   Detective Joe 1235.630    0.735  

     4                                     Steven Fine 1976.891    1.177  

     5                                    The Comedian 5589.352    3.327  

     6                         The Guy in the elevator  269.847    0.161  

     7                       Knot top gang member Derf 1115.215    0.664  
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     8                     Hollis T Mason (Nite Owl I) 3115.237    1.854  

     9                      Dan Dreiberg (Nite Owl II) 4041.120    2.405  

    10                                 Screaming Skull  260.736    0.155  

    11               The kid at the newsstand (Bernie)  181.369    0.108  

    12                          The Newsvendor Bernard 1036.110    0.617  

    13                                     Happy Harry 1228.620    0.731  

    14                                           Steve  754.455    0.449  

    15                                  Man in the bar 1007.395    0.600  

    16                             Bald man in the bar  695.469    0.414  

    17                                      Ozymandias 4148.568    2.469  

    18                                   Dr. Manhattan 5705.208    3.396  

    19              Laurie Juspeczyk (Silk Spectre II) 5459.274    3.249  

    20                  Sally Jupiter (Silk Spectre I) 5058.852    3.011  

    21                                  Hooded Justice 4121.055    2.453  

    22                             Byron Lewis/Mothman 4561.048    2.715  

    23                      Ursula Zandt/The Silhoutte 3699.989    2.202  

    24               Nelson Gardner/Captain Metropolis 4646.544    2.766  

    25                                     Dollar Bill 3699.989    2.202  

    26                                          Moloch 2917.015    1.736  

    27                                    Janey Slater 2751.274    1.638  

    28                         Nova Express/ Doug Roth 1441.586    0.858  

    29                                  Joey/Josephine  998.929    0.595  

    30                         Guardian Knot Lockmaker  422.220    0.251  

    31                                Receptionist abc  592.336    0.353  

    32                                  Showrunner abc  677.832    0.403  

    33                                      Mr. Forbes  685.369    0.408  

    34                        Benny Anger/ News Anchor 1098.921    0.654  

    35                                       Knot Tops 2096.114    1.248  

    36                                      Tina Price  713.530    0.425  

    37                                       Jim Weiss  656.015    0.390  

    38                                   Twilight Lady  794.106    0.473  
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    39                Security guard/ soldier painting  948.012    0.564  

    40                                US Army cleaners  471.334    0.281  

    41                                           Chuck   87.387    0.052  

    42                                         General  169.842    0.101  

    43                                      Counselmen  167.753    0.100  

    44                            Laurence Schexnayder 3247.152    1.933  

    45                                    Mr. Osterman  476.678    0.284  

    46                                 Professor Glass  811.775    0.483  

    47                                   Wally Weavers 1243.837    0.740  

    48                                    Carnival man  707.069    0.421  

    49                                         Fat man  707.069    0.421  

    50                                  Janey's mother  707.069    0.421  

    51                         Two men in the bathroom  104.706    0.062  

    52                                   kitchen staff  173.389    0.103  

    53                      Security guards at the lab        0        0  

    54                     publicist for Dr. Manhattan  476.678    0.284  

    55                                unnamed criminal  476.678    0.284  

    56                                    John Kennedy  943.697    0.562  

    57                                 President Nixon 1653.582    0.984  

    58                                Vietnamese woman  943.697    0.562  

    59                                Vietnam soldiers  943.697    0.562  

    60                                        Bubastis 1698.464    1.011  

    61                             Ozymandias' servant  346.891    0.206  

    62                          angry man in the crowd 1737.802    1.034  

    63                                Iranian hostages  943.697    0.562  

    64   Victim of Rorschach with "never" on his chest  983.717    0.586  

    65                            Rockerfeller soldier   15.161    0.009  

    66                       weeping child at carnival  521.128    0.310  

    67             mother of weeping child at carnival  521.128    0.310  

    68                                 officer capaldi  295.484    0.176  

    69                                     Mrs. Hirsch  295.484    0.176  
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    70                                    delivery guy   87.387    0.052  

    71                                  Dolores Shairp  562.027    0.335  

    72                         Dolores Shairp children  647.523    0.385  

    73                        Veidt's female assistant  382.048    0.227  

    74               Veidt's attacker/Roy Victor Chess  409.668    0.244  

    75                         Veidt's security guards  346.891    0.206  

    76                                  Unnamed mugger  511.680    0.305  

    77                           Unnamed female victim   43.662    0.026  

    78                                 Police officers  776.887    0.462  

    79                                Dr. Malcolm Long 1055.420    0.628  

    80                                   Sylvia Kovacs  649.508    0.387  

    81                         Sylvia Kovacs' customer  562.193    0.335  

    82                                   Prison guards 1569.830    0.934  

    83                                       Prisoners 1717.298    1.022  

    84                             Rorschach's Bully's  550.314    0.328  

    85                                    Store clerck  507.039    0.302  

    86                                     Gloria Long  197.940    0.118  

    87            Rorschach's boss in garment industry  507.039    0.302  

    88                                  Kitty Genovese  507.039    0.302  

    89                             Black prison inmate  818.614    0.487  

    90                                   deputy warden 1433.031    0.853  

    91                    prisoner workin in cafetaria  698.133    0.416  

    92     Two unnamed criminals bound to fire hydrant  507.039    0.302  

    93                             unnamed street gang  844.972    0.503  

    94                   unnamed criminal with bandana  507.039    0.302  

    95                                    Blaire Roche  792.597    0.472  

    96                          Father of Blaire Roche  574.123    0.342  

    97 14 people attacked by Rorschach for information  507.039    0.302  

    98          Informant for Rorschach for the murder 2067.341    1.230  

    99                                    Gerald Grice  747.490    0.445  

   100                                           Randy  117.279    0.070  
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   101                                           Diana  117.279    0.070  

   102                                    Peter Kovacs   55.153    0.033  

   103                Hector Godfrey/ New Frontiersman  145.699    0.087  

   104                                         Seymour   50.561    0.030  

   105                         Interviewer of dr. Lang  181.621    0.108  

   106                                        Max Shea  508.753    0.303  

   107                                    Dr. Ed Corey  439.515    0.262  

   108                          Pae Horse's Red D'eath  449.759    0.268  

   109                       Burning appartment people  867.429    0.516  

   110                     Burning appartment rude man  867.429    0.516  

   111                                      Manicurist  422.787    0.252  

   112                                      Big figure  610.910    0.364  

   113                                        Lawrence  610.910    0.364  

   114                                         Michael  610.910    0.364  

   115                                     Hira Manish  383.181    0.228  

   116                                           Aline  465.996    0.277  

   117                          Kid with ghost costume        0        0  

   118                                       Bernstein  645.826    0.384  

   119       Grey haired men from Nixon administration  467.018    0.278  

   120                                 Mr. Claude Boke  422.787    0.252  

   121                                   Edmund Taylor  422.787    0.252  

   122                               Probe interviewer  422.787    0.252  

   123                                 Defcon 2 agents  202.967    0.121  

   124                         Helicopter Pilot defcon   32.909    0.020  

   125                                 Henry Kissinger  152.592    0.091  

   126                                  G.Gordon Liddy  152.592    0.091  

   127                                     Veidt Pilot  346.891    0.206  

   128                            Veidt asian servants  346.891    0.206  

   129                          Freight handler in bar 1191.864    0.709  

   130                          Dr. Whittaker Furnesse  423.257    0.252  

   131                                   black postman  594.426    0.354  
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   132                             Black street vendor   88.997    0.053  

   133                             Colleague of Joey 1   84.287    0.050  

   134                             Colleague of Joey 2   84.287    0.050  

   135                               Robert Deschaines  346.891    0.206  

   136                The tales of the black freighter   16.122    0.010  

 

136 rows, 2 columns, 1 levels. 

-------------------------------------- 

Running time: 00:00:01 seconds. 
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